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THE UN-IMPOSSIBLE DREAM

Where did all the IN GOD WE TRUST $s Disappear "tTOo" (sic).

Forward:

The Internet is not appealing to all of us including those who could care less about the next generation who are increasingly wired; and the key words are "care less".

Interesting how by joining them "to-get-her" (sic) we get the word, "careless". I don't always point out the obvious.

It is such a beautiful, most gorgeous day and we should make the most of it because they are expecting rain this weekend.

What if Marie started to talk about Smuts' 1926 Holism and Evolution, would you read it?
I guarantee you everyone who thinks would read it, if only to hear Marie’s thoughts on this most important subject including all those who for whatever reason shut down when reading what I have to say. Besides of course for all those great many who over the years listened ever so carefully what I had to say without me having to provide each time the CV of both my parents and two sets of grandparents, and never to forget my pogrom orphaned great maternal grandmother Nechie Becker Badash [1874-1943], a “kinsman” of Mossad chief and first Prime Minister of Israel, David Ben Gurion [1886-1973].

Earlier today I heard an interesting piece of information shared by a very close neighbor who does not have a Facebook account for reasons that you can well imagine, but you would only know for sure if you were to speak to her, but both of you may have better things to do, and besides I am not telling you who she is. Apparently a teacher at a school, and I assume it is here in the US and not Timbuktu which I incorrectly spelled in my last heavily broadcasted communique, “Timbutu” - CLICK HERE - is inundated with emails from parents that she is hardly able to answer, and if she does not answer she will get in trouble; moreover, most of the emails are complaints such as “Why didn’t my son get a B?”

It is possible that one of our Talking Heads decided that this was an important issue to bring into the living rooms of those of us who read the newspapers, watch numbing TV and/or listen to equally brainwashing TALK RADIO.

You have had not just now, but in the past as well commented “disparagingly” on the Hearst family who own Hearst Corporation even though I know, because you would have told me so, that you never met either Randolph Apperson Hearst [1915-2000], the former Chairman of the Board or his father the non-Jewish media mogul William Hearst [1863-1951] and who was born in the same year, just two months before, as hugely violent homosexual Cecil Rhodes, the founder of the US Government’s De Beers that own a whole lot more than Rhodesia, now called Zimbabwe and who died, many would say of “natural causes” on March 26, 1902 just “TFOO” (sic) months before the 2nd and most important Boer War, that began in late 1899, ended on May 31, 1902.

Were I to now comment on what many saw when former House Speaker of the US Congress-House of Representatives, Nancy Patricia D’Alesandro Pelosi, (pronounced /pəˈloʊsi/; born March 26, 1940), did when she handed over the gavel, I might keep the attention of 99.99% of the world’s literate population; but I don’t know what Roman Catholic Pelosi who many believe is Jewish like Senator Feinstein who sounds Jewish and fellow Jewish Senator Boxer who I didn’t think sounded Jewish, had to say; and I assume had she killed the person who took over, I would know, and we would all have something else to distract us, which is getting increasingly more difficult as my information is getting out there at light-speed.

At this very moment I would ordinarily lose about 99.99% of the educated public throughout the world; but once I show them now the numbers for my little known amongst the “common herd” website 2FaceTruth.com, if they have the slightest interest in money, or wealth accumulation and/or wealth preservation, they will remain glued.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Unique Visitors</th>
<th>Visitors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jan 11, 2011</td>
<td>1,520</td>
<td>2,989</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan 12, 2011</td>
<td>1,227</td>
<td>2,554</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan 13, 2011</td>
<td>1,231</td>
<td>2,652</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan 14, 2011</td>
<td>1,174</td>
<td>2,593</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan 15, 2011</td>
<td>1,102</td>
<td>2,399</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan 16, 2011</td>
<td>1,406</td>
<td>2,723</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>7,660</td>
<td>15,910</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Countries</td>
<td>Visitors</td>
<td>Percentage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNITED STATES</td>
<td>3,178</td>
<td>20.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNKNOWN</td>
<td>2,326</td>
<td>15.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHINA</td>
<td>1,554</td>
<td>10.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SWEDEN</td>
<td>1,326</td>
<td>8.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RUSSIAN FEDERATION</td>
<td>1,062</td>
<td>7.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNITED KINGDOM</td>
<td>1,056</td>
<td>6.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MONTENEGRO</td>
<td>607</td>
<td>4.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KOREA, REPUBLIC OF</td>
<td>550</td>
<td>3.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CANADA</td>
<td>536</td>
<td>3.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GERMANY</td>
<td>453</td>
<td>2.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JAPAN</td>
<td>403</td>
<td>2.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NETHERLANDS</td>
<td>364</td>
<td>2.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FRANCE</td>
<td>288</td>
<td>1.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POLAND</td>
<td>244</td>
<td>1.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISRAEL</td>
<td>229</td>
<td>1.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SERBIA</td>
<td>193</td>
<td>1.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UKRAINE</td>
<td>157</td>
<td>1.04</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Notice that neither Portugal nor South Africa yet appear "on the map".

Could you not see a "betting game" in all of this?

Not to mention, I remain an "unpublished writer" apart from my emails that everyone worth talking about says they don't read, beginning with well-known Starbucks drinker Norm Zwail - nzwail@san.rr.com - who I keep running into; and of course not at Starbucks which does not bother a great many Jewish people throughout the world despite their support of the "Kuwait" (sic) regime who entered into a most hideous agreement with Starbucks and their sister corporation, British based, Mothercare, not to open a single successful operation in Israel, and so far Starbucks, Mothercare, The US State Department or our violent Kuwaiti regime have refuted, because the facts are irrefutable; and so where is "do gooder of do gooders" Anderson, who attracts the VaderBelt crowd, looking?

To mention little of those 4 letters to the editor of the Mossad's Jerusalem Post that were published beginning on February 1, 2001 and the last on May 1st, just 3 months before Israel's most wired and lethal Foreign Intelligence Institute provided both the top officials of the FBI and CIA with the most crystal clear heads up prior to 9/11, speak LOUD and CLEAR to the all important issue of terrorism.

To mention in passing, in the course of the past 3,637 days, besides for my French-Canadian wife and the Mossad, not a single human being has asked me to explain any of those 4 most clear, short sentence and short reports, beginning with the very first sentence of the February 1st letter which was an "open letter" to American-Soviet-Israeli spy Jonathan Pollard who the US Government gave the harshest of sentences that the Mossad never objected to in the least given how if the US Government were going to make a "showcase" of the 3rd dumbest Jewish person on the planet, and you know first and second place go Roy and J.Essakow respectively, the Mossad, also known for their "long memories" were not going to be a part of it.

The pardon of Marc Rich eliminated not only an opportunity of justice being served but it would have allowed the public to view the role that oil brokers play in furthering terrorism.

Again, I don't speak for the Mossad or Israeli Military Intelligence because I belong to neither, and should you seek further confirmation all you need do is ask either organization who are very well represented at the Office for the Israeli Department of Defense Attaché at the Israeli Embassy in Washington DC who not only remember that the Mossad's motto remains, "By way of deception we wage war" but their communication to me on November 19, 2007 - CLICK HERE - following several phone calls where we laughed a lot as well as emails that included old photographs which we also laughed a lot about, in which I was being "reprimanded" with the following:
From: Defense Attaché [mailto:Att-sec@ISRAELEMB.ORG]
Sent: Monday, November 19, 2007 1:53 PM
To: Gary S Gevisser
Subject: RE: DILLY DALLY- RE: draft to Dershowitz

Mr. Gevisser,

Please send me a SHORT, CLEAR e-mail of what it is that you need from us.

If it wasn't clear until now, our department, the Defense and Military Attaché is responsible for US-Israel Military and Department of Defense relations.

If you will be clear I might be able to help you.

Until now, after several e-mails and phone calls I still don't understand what it is that you need.

If you will not be clear and short I will have no choice but referring your name to our security office.

All the best,

Keren

Not to mention, no one from the "security office" contacted me during the 4 days that followed as I remained "deafeningly silent".

To mention little of on November 22nd, Thanksgiving Day, China who is most prominent in perhaps the most ingenious military report of all time, denied landing rights to 3 US Navy vessels including the 8,000 sailor aircraft carrier fleet Kittyhawk which had been years in preparation.

Following the 2008 Olympics in Beijing China, Al Qaeda will launch a series of attacks on the oil fields of Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, and Qatar which will immediately paralyze the United States' economy.

To mention in passing, when I hit the send button with my response - CLICK HERE - I had Keren on the other end of the telephone line telling me, "Our entire email system just went down", and nor have they let me know despite follow up conversations and emails, that it has been fixed.

I have never met Karen, but she knows that I am not a fat TALKATIVE cell individual; and of course it is intuitive that fat TALKATIVE cells inevitably believe their nonsense, unlike those who just want to make love to other equally attractive and non-selfindulgent cells who don't need to attend even kindergarten let alone nonsense university to practice the fine art of sharing unconditionally.

And of course one cannot possibly fault married couples from having affairs if they are not happy in their marriage and for reasons of "financial security" remain married; but once they have all this knowledge, you can bet your bottom dollar they will be out of those hell marriages like a bat out of hell.

Not to mention, every human being should watch via Netflix Mugabe and the White African

which can be watched instantly, and to be aware at all times of what is the subliminal message; namely, "Give the Black African the vote, it will be one man one vote one time".

It is the most racist documentary that only the most evil minds could have imagined, unless of course this was God's way of bringing us all "to-get-her" (sic).

The torture these best of the best White Christian farmers had to endure while battling to make a go of their farm that they purchased in the most honest way possible, and no doubt dearly loved by their 500 Black slave wage earner workers, is something each one of us humans should take to our graves, including the unmentioned rape of the white grandmother who all we heard was that she had a hot rod placed down her throat, and following that so vivid depiction of all 3, herself, her very strong willed husband and most marvelous son-in-law being beaten to an inch of their lives, we never heard a murmur out of her.

This was unmistakably black racism on whites only because they were white; and that is what is so utterly disgustingly racist.

The black and most violent racists are all that are depicted along with one most articulate and emotional black female lawyer working with the White Farmers to protect their "civil rights" although the phrase repeated often by also all the lardy-dah white English solicitors-lawyers is "human rights".

Cecil Rhodes and company had to have been turning over in their graves in laughter.

What better epitaph than Zimbabwe-Rhodesia "going down in flames", and the last thing we hear although it is only small white writing coming across a black background screen, is that the White Farmers' farm has been burned to the ground and they lost everything after their great victory in the International Court set up in Windhoek, the capital of Namibia, formerly known as South West
Farmers’ farm has been burned to the ground and they lost everything after their great victory in the International Court set up in Windhoek, the capital of Namibia, formerly known as South West Africa that prior to the end of the World War I was under the rule of the Germans which is how German-Anglo-South African Sir Ernest Oppenheimer got control of De Beers and its sister corporation Anglo American Corporation which was given this “American” sounding name for the simple purpose of confusing the “common herd” into believing that it was “American”.

So what happened to the American “cavalry”? Where were our Green Berets? Why aren’t they there this very instant? De Beers - A Diamond is Forever - A Girl’s Best Friend. They are all surely not all in South Africa living like kings, or are they? Ask a Green Beret if they better understand why it is that the most informed American intelligence officers prefer diamonds over blondes when fed up with America’s hypocrisy? That could all change in an instant.

It goes almost without saying that the best of our human institutions like the Free Masons who typified the merit system, would be the first target of the most anti-free market monopolists, who have always defended their position of being outside of their anti-Trust/anti-Monopolies laws because of the fight against the “ungodly” Communist Soviets, and now the new enemy is the “ungodly” Communist Chinese who we hear in Mugabe and the White Farmer are now keen to be friends with those violent Black racist Zimbabweans, and one has to have enough stamina to do the research to find out that the most vocal and arrogant one is the son of one of Mugabe’s Ministers.

Not to mention, as the starvation in Zimbabwe spreads as the farms are laid waste, the murdered peasants also don’t get to talk and all we are left with is feeling how fortunate and good we Americans must be to have God on our side as well as on our money.

Look again at this photo of De Beers current “figurehead”, $6 billion man Nicholas Oppenheimer talking up a storm with Soviet KGB head Mr. Putin seated in a most defensive position.

The date of this photo taken in Johannesburg, South Africa is September 5-6th, 2007, the 10th anniversary of a unit of Israel’s most elite Maritime Special Forces being decimated.

Not to mention, two months later Putin’s henchmen murdered one of their own in Piccadilly Circus using a nuclear explosive, a miniature version of the better known neutron bomb; and where were those against nuclear proliferation, other than focusing on the next distraction Iran whose puppet Government is much more than a joke?

You don’t have to be Jewish South African to know that De Beers have never meant the Jewish people well.

Now let me turn your eyes to the bottom of page one of the January 1967, Hashalom magazine.
The "Long Short Story of Masada" was penned by my highly secretive, close to her chest, British-English mother Zena who in her most craftily produced memoirs titled, "LIFE STORY OF ZENA" and which were published via email on September 25, 2001, just 5 days after the Los Angeles Times printed the very clear Mossad report which has now been taken down off Wikipedia where it was most prominent, states the following:

Reporting on the many wars when Israel was attacked she was the first civilian in the captured area of the Sinai and in later years at her own expense twinned Durban with Eilat. In 1978 she left Durban eventually making her home in Netanya [Israel] and England.

Moreover, for all those few who have little and no concern of these matters, if they have managed to stick with this so far, they will soon find out how they can know for absolute certainty whether those who say they love them for who they are, as opposed to how much wealth they have yet to bequeath, as we all know a will can be changed unless it is a Trust Fund that is "set in stone", and even more so for those so very few, I have a most wide-eye opening test which I presented for the very time when reading one of my answers to my Professor of Deceased and Insolvent Estates in the final examination, some 34 years ago.

Charles, note that I am responding to both of your responses from yesterday, which you may not yet know is the day before Martin Luther King Day where a lot of shops-businesses-schools are closed.

This unusual way of spelling out today is designed to have you stay in the moment and not think about anything other than yourself and your dogs, Mato and Rocha who must both miss Mango who is sitting on my lap as I sit like many still think in the "lap of luxury" on the water's edge of perfect climate Del Mar where not everyone, beginning with the kids who don't have this information, is comforted.

There is not a single kid anywhere in the world who would think I was being presumptuous, lardy-dah, aristocratic, or any other word suggesting "affluence" or "above it all" in any way, shape or form, once being able to easily understand why it is that my father's first cousin, David Gevisser, the "male heir" of German-American Charles W. Engelhard Jr. [1917-1971], the financially; i.e. gun-money-power richest human in the history of the world, offered me twice, some 17 years apart, to take over from him with no "strings attached", apart from being corrupt and to end up no different to anyone else that I know, with less than a handful of exceptions who were also never put to the test.

My unique position does afford me most of all the luxury of thinking more clearly than any other person in the world, given again how I have continued to be uncorrupted, which gets easier with every passing moment as I know just like everyone else including the last infant to be born, that I have one less moment remaining than the last, and to make the most use of it in a way that no one else is in any better position to criticize.

Until such time as one has never once been a "slave" to anyone else and that includes the relationship one has with one's significant other, it is not possible to be "in my shoes"; and the fact that you will not find a single human being able to think as clearly as me on the important subjects such as military and money that are intrinsically tied to-get-her (sic), the best thing you can do is sit back, relax, and most of all enjoy the educational light journey ride.

It is only the arrogant who are pissed off with me because they know that the short-circuits from constantly and consistently lying through their teeth even when not having gritted Yellow Teeth, prevent them from ever being able to get one step ahead of me in this most awesome game of logic, which is a word we all use time and again, and which we can all get our heads around until such time as the short-circuits created from trying to keep track of our lies, which has us on an increasingly shorter fuse, shuts down altogether resulting in the final jolt of electricity from the finally perfect vacuum of space between the ears, where like Deep Space no sound can travel, sending a message to all 7 layers of the skin which depending on the number of fat TALKATIVE cells take their time in reaching the most movable limbs and that point of impact if it is not turned back on itself is most hurtful to the often times unsuspecting object who gets what they deserve if they are not on "top of their game".

In the end each one of us will see that we have increasingly little choice as our brain shrivels away, but even the worst of us self-absorbed can understand perfectly what I am saying even if they cannot execute as well as me who has of course been threatened much more than most given how I make it my business to share "in the flesh" my knowledge and not to be in the least bit put off by those such as Yellow Teeth who have nothing to lose when saying to me so cowardly, "Someone should punch you out" right after they have received their own induced shock as the brain cannot find any argument with logic that cannot be surpassed.

Mango right now is not "passed out" as he listens as carefully as me to the crows in the Monterey Tree just to our right that is not blocking much of the spectacular panoramic view that we have from the wooden deck of the main house where we rent our most fine art gallery-studio.

He just took a deep breath; the time is 11:24:09 am according to my computer clock. Now look at the time on your computer, and make a note of the differential.

Christopher Anthony Sumner who has 122 Facebook "friends" including his fiance Marka Haack should now be back in Del Mar following his 3 week surfing vacation in Uruguay with Marka and her two young kids.

Marka, were she intellectually honest would be able to fully relate to Allison Homerman the most pretty wife of Danish Dr. Allan Homerman Phd who was able to convince me that he knows intimately Dr. Jeffrey D. Sachs of the "monster producing" Columbia University who pride themselves on alumni like the clown Warren Buffett.

Despite the lifetime good looking, but big stomach Dr. Homerman has known Allison who is I believe just a couple of years younger than her 40 year old husband who she has known since she was 15 and he 17 when I believe he was an "exchange student", I very much doubt that their marriage will survive much longer, unless Dr. Horneman does the most huge "turnaround" which is highly doubtful, but of course not impossible.

Each one of us on the planet, and that includes Mango who took another deep breath, can contact either one of them including Professor Sachs to find out for sure including getting both of their account of what transpired between the 3 of us during which time none of us raised our voices although I did use the "F" word but only with a broad smile on my face and nor was it directed at either of them or any other human for that matter, but in the end Allison had the last word or should I say words, "I am so very sorry" followed by "I am so very sorry" and while there were no tears dripping down her face as described in one of my eldest brother Neil's first poetry-blank verse book.
her glassy eyes said so much more.

As the skin, the largest organ that purposefully, like everything else, surrounds the head as well as the lost foreskin of many of us who are not all Jewish, expands over the digestive system that never gets a moment's rest when during sleep time it is constantly under attack from the self-absorbed fat TALKATIVE cells saying "SERVES YOUR RIGHT YOU SELF INDULGENT BASTARD" followed in the same instant without feeling the need of each fat TALKATIVE cell to talk, "FEED ME MORE SHIT!" followed by "SERVES YOU RIGHT BASTARD, SERVES YOU RIGHT!" followed in the next instant, "WE WILL show THE WHOLE WORLD HOW behind YOUR VERY THIN VEIL OF CIVILITY IS EACH ONE OF US ANGRY AS HELL".

Have you ever in your entire life found a single human being in top physical condition and whose body cells are in perfect synchronicity with the heartbeat of the universe saying, "I just can't wait for the one time I am attracted to a single fat TALKATIVE cell of another perfect body shape human?"

The human is not programmed to procreate; that is the myth of the corrupt church and academia, the new corrupt church.

Introduction:

Get a basic grasp of Chaos Theory discovered in the upside down year of 1961, the year the whole human world took a turn for the worst as President John F. Kennedy failed to inform us when placing his one hand on the bible and other raised and swearing to uphold the law, that when President elect he allowed his Secret Service detail to suffer the most unimaginable indignity as they, who are also tasked with protecting the US $ from counterfeiters, witnessed the future 37th President of the United States who carries the title Commander In Chief of all US Armed Forces kowtowing to Harry Oppenheimer, no relation to Oppenheimer of the Manhattan project, who at the time was in his 4th year as the "figurehead" head of the combined holdings of De Beers and Anglo American Corporation who following the De Beers victory in the Anglo Boer War of 1899-1902 have owned the world's drilling industry and therefore everyone and everything worth talking about.

Chapter II - Let there be light

It has been encrusted in the brain since their teens, "The guy who has the car gets the girl".

The best thing that could happen is that we run out of oil.

The guy with the long cigar and fancy classic looking lighter baking in the hot afternoon sun never gives a moment thought to either to his money that he has or yet to get.

Anticipating the next move is everything and so is not knowing for certain how the next person is going to react whether a date or response to a proposal such as the one I made a friend, a graduate of the Harvey Mud-Scripps, known as the "hard MIT" the other day that said:

Send an email now [to your sister] and say the following, "I have been offered 5 cents on every $100 generated from the sale of a book, sold over The internet and in book stores-coffee shops etc, would you find the time to read a draft of the latest segment?"

More than 48 hours have passed and this friend told me earlier that he is still thinking about it; and nor is it money that is holding up his decision since my math wizard-logical thinking French-Canadian wife told him in my presence, "Tell Gary you will accept 10 cents" which I did not agree to, to which she responded, "Keep quiet. I own 51%"; and when she asked the friend if he knew why she has financial control, he answered, "I can easily guess why?"

Not a single one of Zena Gevisser's top international models can wear a pair of pants better than my F-C clothes horse wife who of course "wears the pants" and which I am proud to acknowledge, since what able-bodied hot blooded male wouldn't want to exist for any other purpose than to be Marie Dion Gevisser's sex slave, and all she asks that I maintain my athleticism that I had when playing my very best rugby at age 24 when I was good enough to scum with the women's world champion rugby team. [edits in green. deletes in red]

Chapter II - Let there be light

In the quest for riches and fame, there is not a moment's thought to God.

From the moment the child begins to be aware of its surroundings it masters its environment, and this skill only gets weaker as time progresses and entropy gains an increasing foothold.

Then it becomes a footrace to out-predict the human in this "dog eat dog" world, again without a single thought given to G-D-NAture.

Chapter III - The devolement begins

Never before in the history of the world has it all be so self-evident.

The US Declaration of Independence that was ratified on July 4, 1776, was not just a fraud, but all those who have bought it into since are now the "laughing stock", the same with every lawyer-liar who has cited the US Constitution that was created on September 17, 1778. 143 years to the day when the US Congress gave its ally, Imperial Japan the green light to invade Manchuria, China and to continue to be supplied with raw war materials, just so long as Japan did not officially declare war on China. [Note the number of visitors to 2facetruth.com from China, Korea and Japan].

Truth is that which does not change.

Time is always on the side of those who hold the Truth-Logic-God, and therefore do not ever have to keep track of time; and for those who wouldn't understand this, it is only because they have never experienced on a consistent basis God-Truth-Logic at their side which does not mean they are "saved" by having a bible next to their bed and/or able to read or recite by heart those chapters and verses that make them feel good when all else fails and wonder why it is that their lives get progressively worse in every respect.

You have to be evil to your core or stupid beyond all reason to think that the value of the money you use to purchase your lifestyle is a "safe bet", or as good a "sure thing" as anything else beginning with the love of a dependent child, that makes the parents and grandparents think that this is what life is worth living for, with all its "ups and downs".

Without a certain amount of unpredictability everything including the most important attraction to the next person whether it be just to get a pleasant smile or to make a lasting impression in an effort to always drive before the eyes available, which is a fact
This was all self-evident right up until J.P. Morgan, the principal financier of De Beers died on March 31, 1913 the same year the private corporation US Federal Reserve Bank came into being with the enactment of the Federal Reserve Act that was enacted on December 23, 1913 which was not "largely" as Wikipedia states, but exclusively in response to a series of financial panics, particularly a severe panic in 1907, specifically October 1907 which resulted in the official start of the murder of the world's poor as The Great White American Fleet set sail on December 16, 1907 circumnavigating the world, and when this intimidation of intimidations ended 434 days later on February 22nd, 1909 without having to fire its cannons once, the world's bloodthirsty industrialists and future philanthropists couldn't stop congratulating themselves enough, at least not up until this very precise moment.

Check your computer clock.

Chapter III - Timing is everything

If you cannot trust either your mother or your father, you do not have a family.

If you cannot trust your President you do not have a country.

The United States of America has never been close to a close-knit family or for that matter a country, as it began with its colonies being British corporations that have only got more corrupted over time.

Time is money is another the future crustacean Americans are prone to repeat; but that won't last for long as by the time shellfish move their way up the food chain, God-Truth-Logic will be in everyone's hearts and minds, just as it is with all God's little as well as large animal friends.

You have to be a complete and total idiot to have allowed yourself to be distracted by all the money me talk of the common herd crowed so brilliantly described in the Bankers Manifesto by the most unaccomplished men of their times who would have applauded their Herr Hitler and company saying, "THE GREAT MASSES WILL MORE EASILY FALL VICTIM TO A BIG LIE THAN A SMALL LIE".

DE Beers and their fellow banker friends knew exactly what they were doing when getting their US Congress to pass such a stupid as well as illegal law bringing about the US Federal Reserve system that to survive required the US Government having to go increasingly in to debt while telling its citizens as well as the citizens of the rest of the world to "tighten their belts" when commanded by the likes of Professor Jeffrey D. Sachs of Columbia University.

How infantile can all of you be?

Can you imagine the next generation of elementary school graduates laughing their heads off at the lot of you, or are you thinking they might simply say, "Off with your heads"?

Don't forget at all times how you have all mislead most of all our poor, young and dumb American kids who have been forced because of this lunacy into army boots to kill and be killed.

What do you think those In the US Congress who did not vote for the Federal Reserve Act felt on Christmas Day 1913 after having a full day to reflect on their wildly exciting achievement that was no less than those who voted for this abomination, that if it is true must surely have the Hand of God written all over it.

But this is a fiction story, so continue to stay tuned.

Chapter IV - The Devolution ends

Now that you know there is no way possible to predict the move of the next person you interact with whether it be over the Internet or in person because you know how important honesty is in a relationship even if it is just a quick quickie, you have to go increasingly quieter while having to gauge how much quieter those you are engaging with as well as those you are not, but who are engaging with others, may decide they don't want to be the last one's standing as the music stops.

By focusing on the US Congress along with the current Obama Administration having to face the music it will not only be increasingly easier but a whole lot of fun.

Are you game?

Once you have the knowledge you know everyone's game - Marie Dion Gevisser

Chapter V - Exodus

To keep the House of Cards from crumbling there is a constant need to keep printing money which can only be partially absorbed by the Federal Reserves affiliate banks such Chase Bank that is owned by the Rockefeller family who were party to the enactment of their Federal Reserve, making profits on the "free money" they are given by their Federal Reserve where "interest" is charge making it look like there is an "independent 3rd party" such as the US Congress overseeing this "circular logic" that makes absolutely no sense other than to deceive the "common herd" who have no choice but to participate in this game unless they want to starve to death and/or end up in prison and/or military boots to kill other innocent civilians or be killed by an increasingly better informed enemy.

If the fraudulent banks consistently make money and/or dont go bankrupt then the "common herd" will be that much more alerted to the fraud and so an important aspect of the charade is to have bank bailouts as each individual because that much more focused on their self preservation which has them increasingly common up to their current elected and non-elected government officials.
The concept of "each man for themselves" is only heard on the battlefield during a "full retreat".

We did not first see this with Dr. Horneman PhD, but his actions along with that of his fiction writer wife Allison is something each and every literate human being can get their heads around.

Those, however, with truth-logic-God on their side and who have not profited from this most fraudulent monetary system that to succeed the big corporations have to first of all convince the unsuspecting general public that bigness is good because it brings "economies of scale" and second that there is a fair market when it comes to the cost of the money to build the "bigness"; but nothing can be further from the truth.

Moreover, there is sitting atop the monetary-fractional banking-tax-credit system the diamond trade which has been insidiously manipulated for more than a century by the monopolist De Beers with the closest of ties to the bankers who formed their US Federal Reserve in 1913.

In getting away time and again with their fraud, they have got increasingly brazen and one sees it most of all in the corrupt judiciary who keep breaking their own laws.

Now they are at their wits end because the world has not yet broken out in to all out world war because to do so they would have to once again involve the Peoples Republic of Communist China who were not fooled during World War II but they had no choice but to play the cards they were dealt.

Good people do show up at the right time and place.

4 Star US General Stilwell did the best he could given the resources made available to him, and China survived pretty much not just intact but better as a result; and the Korean and Vietnam wars that followed only strengthened China's resolve.

Nor are diamonds as big a deal amongst consuming Chinese as they are in the west, particularly here in the US where two out of three gem quality diamonds continue to be sold to American women who are also getting the information as the power of the Click Here HIT list fans out globally at light-speed.

Before those in power get corrupted by the system, they have managed to find Gary Steven Gevisser to share their "apprehensions", and none more important than AIG senior risk management specialist Ron Bellows who first downloaded to GSG internal documents of American International Group, the world's largest financial institution, describing the brain altering side effects of Aspartame - CLICK HERE - which resulted in AIG deciding not to insure SG Searle the manufacturer, which did not stop the US Government from introducing it into the food supply in the mid-1980s when risk assessment specialists like GSG knew that it was just a matter of time before the House of Card would collapse.

In the intervening quarter of a century very distracting wars have popped up all over the globe including the nonsense Falklands War that involved mainly Argentina and Great Britain going to war over some sheep.

Land acquisition during war times costs only fuel that costs nothing when one has a barrel of gun pointed at the head of one's carefully picked tyrants who know that their second-in-command could replacement them in an instant.

Relatively peaceful countries like Uruguay who welcome "foreign capital" especially US $s, play a pivotal role in preventing hyperinflation caused by the printing of unlimited amounts of free money as well as more printed money to pay the interest on the money all created out of debt, from reaching the landmass of the United States as the "bailout" monies given to those corporations who have succeeded the most in wiping out small competitive businesses and business people and their workers, who seek a "safe haven" from the pending civil war brewing at a feverish rate here in the US, find "fertile soil" on foreign lands.

Not to mention the displaced US workers when not fighting it out with foreign workers forced from their ancestral lands on foreign soil to flee to the US are forced to join the payroll of big government that requires bigger and bigger military government whose workers find themselves increasingly going up against the dwindling numbers remaining in the private sector which really was not there to begin with.

To mention little of the reason AIG was chosen to "lead the charge" in decimating the poor of the entire world was because of how the corrupt US Government, Federal and State Governments established the insurance laws that allow for insurance companies to "reserve" for future losses that reduce the amount of taxes that they pay locally which the governments then say they have to find the monies from the hard working poor in order to keep big government trotting along as there are more and more jails and police cars as well as police officers that much more "on the beat" and the turf wars between them continuing to abound; but the KILLER OF KILLERS is that those "reserves" are allowed to be sent offshore where US regulators are of course prevented from regulating because that is all part of the "tricking" of the common herd who like to be "easily fooled" and then to blame someone else until it all comes home to roost and they find they have no community even amongst their family members all trying to save their own skin.

To mention in passing, there is nothing to prevent anyone from emailing Mr. Ron Bellows or anyone else they know including those names they see in the carbon copy section and asking them whether there is any restrictions placed on those reserves from investing in countries like Uruguay ahead of Wall Streeter Christopher Anthony Sumner, and remember to ask them what they think would happen if the laws about investing in Uruguay were to be changed should a government of the people, for the people, come to power and use this information for also the betterment of humanity.

In other words, those currently in the world's military who are not getting as militaries in the past have always done; namely, soldiers get the spoils of wars first before distributing them first to those who fill up the supply lines for the next war in order to prevent those you beat from beating you back, but certainly never to those who have led to their soldiers using the corrupt media to get poor, young and dumb kids into army boots to kill and be killed, these horribly informed soldiers have both the guns and the power of truth at their side; moreover, they increasingly know exactly who the evil are and where they hide out.

I would be the first to say that this has to be the most brilliant game ever devised to not just flush out in an instant thanks to the light-speed of the internet that could have all of us wired all connected at the same with is an increasingly real possibility, but if it is God who designed this "Diamond Invention" since I don't know of any human smart enough then it would make perfect sense to show the
By not playing the "common herd's game" of getting his name and face in Hollywood "spotlights", he has instead used simple common sense and his "anonymity" has not only allowed him to visit patiently flushing out all the corrupt from the top down as well as bottom up, all the while staying "off the radar screen". 

So far it seems that they have run up finally against one "brick wall" who is unwilling to budge; and GSG hasn't been exactly "resting on his laurels" while methodically, painstakingly and ever so figure out how the whole system works conclude, "One cannot go up against City Hall".

It has always been, ever since the atrocity of the Bankers Manifesto of July 4, 1892 a two pronged process of "covering tracks" and co-opting-corrupting the best and brightest who when quick to opponents were long time supporters of Nazi Germany as was Oppenheimer who was funneling industrial diamonds to Hitler through the Belgian Congo.

important trip to the Belgium Congo Smuts took with De Beers head, Sir Ernest Oppenheimer mid-July 1939 while Smuts was still head of the "shadow government" in South Africa and his puritanism, they dismissed him, but clearly not altogether as American publishers made a point of deleting from the American edition of an autobiography written by his one son J.C. Smuts a most The American bankers made the huge mistake of miscalculating the one of a kind man Smuts, and perhaps because they saw the word "smut" in it and were so caught up in their hypocritical

offered twice the position to be in charge of Palestine which he refused which did not mean that he couldn't function perfectly well "in the shadows". 

He was also totally ruthless as well as pragmatic to the extreme on the battlefield, and going after spies with a vengeance including tracking them down in enemy camps and when not killing them bringing them back to face his military justice and not being afraid despite mounting threats of assassination, to sign the execution orders. There is a reason why huge ego Field Marshalls like Montgomery never questioned the "credentials" of Smuts who in addition to being second-in-command to Churchill during World War II was offered twice the position to be in charge of Palestine which he refused which did not mean that he couldn't function perfectly well "in the shadows".

The American bankers made the huge mistake of miscalculating the one of a kind man Smuts, and perhaps because they saw the word "smut" in it and were so caught up in their hypocritical

puritanism, they dismissed him, but clearly not altogether as American publishers made a point of deleting from the American edition of an autobiography written by his one son J.C. Smuts a most important trip to the Belgium Congo Smuts took with De Beers head, Sir Ernest Oppenheimer mid-July 1939 while Smuts was still head of the "shadow government" in South Africa and his opponents were long time supporters of Nazi Germany as was Oppenheimer who was funneling industrial diamonds to Hitler through the Belgian Congo. It has always been, ever since the atrocity of the Bankers Manifesto of July 4, 1892 a two pronged process of "covering tracks" and co-opting-corrupting the best and brightest who when quick to figure out how the whole system works conclude, "One can't go up against City Hall".

So far it seems that they have run up finally against one "brick wall" who is unwilling to budge; and GSG hasn't been exactly "resting on his laurels" while methodically, painstakingly and ever so patiently flushing out all the corrupt from the top down as well as bottom up, all the while staying "off the radar screen".

By not claiming the "common herd's name" of oetting his name and face in Hollywood "spotlights", he has instead used simple common sense and his "anonymity" has not only allowed him to visit
You know that you are not alone in figuring out that if I published even a booklet like my mother's THE IMPORTANCE OF BEING A WOMAN, she most certainly will never forget my website.

What do you think Professor Horeman is saying to his Maine wife today?

Tap, tap, tap.

The responsibility for butchering and murdering therefore not to judge so harshly those far away whose lives we have devastated just so that we can live our lives in peace and quiet, and when bored out of our minds, to judge those we are.

The fact that so very few of us currently will be willing to go down this path for fear that our worst fears will be realized is only designed to let each of us know that much better who we are, and an important piece in this puzzle could be left out indefinitively, and of course all the corrupt are only playing for time.

Then again, I could decide in the next draft and/or rewrite, call it whatever you want, to share this additional knowledge and then you have to think of how you are going to feel as you continue to play your game, "I scratch your back, you scratch mine."

Chapter VI - Conclusion - WHAT IS YOURS IS MINE, RIGHTFULLY.

Americans are easily fooled.

They like to be easily fooled.

Americans-South Africans look at the rest of the world which they know little and nothing about because they don't really get international news and think that they are so good because the other side use suicide bombers who kill themselves and we use very financial poor and poorly educated young Americans to do it.

They don't look at why the head of the FBI counterintelligence unit, Robert Hanssen would give up our best spies in the Soviet military for a bit of money as well as untraceable currency.

Those 50 "assets" including 3 Soviet Generals who were tortured brutally before they were summarily killed, were more than 5 times the death in Arizona that had all of America, at least accounting the news, shutting down in tears and that includes the most superficial, most outrageously hypocritical US Congress, still putting up this pretense that they are "so good" while knowing there are clandestine military operations to subvert the interests of justice beginning with free speech and fair elections in foreign countries while at the heart of each operation is to kill all opposition who breed the next opposition.

Such transparent murder for which no words can accurately describe, make what took place during the Jewish Holocaust of World War II look like a day in the water park.

Moreover, to point to how we turn very poor farmers in remote regions of Afghanistan and Iraq into desperate suicide bombers and say we don't understand such "mentality" while we also know perfectly well that Germany prior to us bringing the puppet Herr Hitler to power on January 30, 1933, they were the most cultured westerners; and look at us who still proudly proclaim we are all about "money me" and it shows in the skin surrounding our so ingeniously designed rotting organs who tell each of us not only when we go to the bathroom everything there is to know about us.

No one but God should be laughing at this point.

But the next morning it is the same boring Rush screaming at the Liberals and they laughing at him and knowing that he is all about the $40 million a year he, a total loser and coming from a family of heavy duty lawyer-judges-liars, can then do with as he pleases under the doctrine, "Money talks".

Sick is sick.

Who in their right mind would want to live amongst such madness, were there not one masterful Supernatural Force, that the corrupt increasingly don't want to go to, and you will see, mark my words, an exodus from all corrupted religions' official places of worship, including once again academia, the new corrupt church.

So let Rush sing himself to sleep each night not having to think very much because he knows his audience, both liberals and conservatives who have just their corruption in common.

Chapter VI - Solution

No one with any material assets no matter how they acquired them should have to give them up involuntarily.

Instead, starting with those who have Trust Funds set up for them or by them should have the beneficiaries of those Trust Funds simply sit around their dinner tables and agree to let those currently profilling from the assets of the Trust Funds that will inevitably be distributed when the individual is currently in charge of administering and/or enjoying pass on, decide themselves at any time before they die what would be the best use of those assets including to keep the wills exactly the way they are, but just to let the person who is currently in charge know that the reason they are staying so very "involved" is only because of "love".

Nor should each one of us expecting any inheritance have to wait for the person currently with the material estate to approach them with such logic.

It is all a test of logic.

It is all a test of really how much we care about our fellow person or really how much we care about money.

The fact that so very few of us currently will be willing to go down this path for fear that our worst fears will be realized is only designed to let each of us know that much better who we are, and therefore not to judge so harshly those far away whose lives we have devastated just so that we can live our lives in peace and quiet, and when bored out of our minds, to judge those who we are responsible for butchering and murdering.

Tap, tap, tap.

What do you think Professor Horeman is saying to his Maine wife today?

She most certainly will never forget my website.

You know that you are not alone in figuring out that if I published even a booklet like my mother's THE IMPORTANCE OF BEING A WOMAN,
then all the "smart Alecs" of the "common herd" would have said, "O that figures why you had 1554 visits over the past 6 days [Jan. 11 - Jan. 16, 2011] from China followed by, "Well, you have got aways to go in catching up to the sales of diamonds to Chinese nationals throughout the world, blah blah" (sic) and while that would have satisfied 99.99% recurring of the "common herd", it is not that easy to confuse a seasoned military intelligence officers who would use that exact same reasoning to con a would be assassin in to killing me.

The fact that I cannot prove a negative does not prevent me from reminding everyone that I am still alive and the reason they find what I have to say "interesting" when not "al-to-get-her" (sic) brain numbing painful as I am constantly explaining that far worse than being corrupt which we all have the excuse of "Original Sin" as previously described, they are much worse.

To know that you can be so utterly stupid on the one thing you all think you are so smart about and then to found out on top of money having significantly less weight in getting the losers of war to establish their currency weaker than yours, as you go about raping their countries using your militarily stronger currency when not outright brutal naked aggression, you also cannot have God who we all believe if God exists to be all about truth, and doing the right thing which is the smart thing which is the right thing, at your side.

And putting aside all the other items that one buys with money you still have to deal with your relatively small fighting soldiers who not only have been fooled but right up to and including this very moment you continue to abuse them in a manner that defies words, but such anger of soldiers is in fact much worse than those acting defensively who say, "WE DON'T LIKE IT". [CLICK HERE]

You are also not the only person in the world who knows perfectly well I can end this as well all my future planned communications right now, and there is no one capable of giving me a logical rebuttal; and of course the plan for all the corrupt is to stay as quiet as a mouse.

But you know more than most given how I have shared with you my most logical analysis of both the US Declaration of Independence and the US Constitution that was crafted so insidiously.

So lets start with heavy duty US Constitutional Lawyer-Liar Mark Silverstein of the systemically corrupt American Civil Liberties Union [ACLU].

You wouldn't be surprised that I know Mr. Silverstein extraordinarily well and it is not because I once stayed in his home in Denver, Colorado.

His roommate from the University of Virginia Law School known amongst most better schooled lawyers in the world as the Gentleman's Law School given its high code of ethics, "WE DON'T LIE STEAL OR CHEAT", told me soon after Mr. Golden Jr. and I once journeyed to Washington DC "to-get-her" (sic) for the principal reason of celebrating with Mr. Silverstein as he presented before the US Supreme Court on behalf of the remnants of the systemically tortured and murdered indigenous American Indians, that Mr. Silverstein when being given head by a homosexual commented, "I couldn't tell the difference".

What do you think the Chief Justice of the Supreme Court would have said had I blurted this out in court, apart from as you know citizens of the United States are not allowed also under the robes of fornicking, pedaphiles Roman Catholic priests?

Interesting though that Mr. Silverstein who is required like members of the De Beers Federal Reserve Bank to "exercise good judgment" when advising Americans of their Constitutional Rights that on the very simple question of being able to tell the difference between being with a male or female that there is no difference.

All I know is that if I had a choice of representing myself before the US Supreme Court or Mr. Silverstein or any of his male or for that matter female collegues the choice would be simple.

Of course I know what your decision would be, but what about those Indians who don't have strong enough lineage to those murdered at the last genocide of the Battle of Wounded Knee in 1890, just 2 years before the atrocity of the Bankers Manifesto of July 4, 1892 as well as all those murdered in the 3 centuries prior, who have been denied their $10,000 per month stipend to spend on housing, food, liquor, liquor, liquor, whiskey, liquor, hooker, liquor, gambling, newspaper, TV, Madison Avenue-Hollywood, mineral rights such as those "bought" in South Africa by German-American Charles W. Engelhard long before he was assassinated by the "Durban Branch" of the Mossad on March 2, 1971, although all that I can say on this most important subject is that the evidence points to his "beloved" wife Jane, which is not to say that she didn't love as well as care very much for her second murdered husband, but she had 5 daughters to protect and you can ask any mother what she would do in that situation, especially if she was assured of a long life just so long as she didn't interfere with the "last requests" of her husband which was to continue the gun-money-trail as Engelhard's South African operations headed by my "lucky uncle" David Gevisser continued to dispose of Engelhard Enterprises South Africa's assets to the Oppenheimers of South Africa who assets back in March 1989 when I was already in China.
totaled some $249 billion, $5 billion more than the assets designated as owned by their South African Apartheid Regime.

Now is the time for me to explain more of the "logic behind the logic", and constantly bear in the back of your mind that I don't have an ounce of religiousness or arrogance in any part of my body because I am simply too intelligent for that, and that is what has me understanding how the whole system works as much as everyone alive today may regret these irrefutable facts.

The fact that I am alive is quite remarkable but again easily understandable.

Few if any are making the arguments that it is because I am not considered a threat to the status quo and why Obama and company which includes all the corrupt politicians who feast their opposition remain so quiet, and yet we know I exist.

Let's just assume that not a single member of the US Congress going back to when I immigrated to the US from South Africa on March 17, 1978, has heard of me and my writings.

Let's just assume none of my 32 Facebook "friends" have heard of me. Let's just assume that when former SEC commissioner, Professor Joe Grundfest of Stanford University wrote me on April 23, 2002, - CLICK HERE - "Could I stop you?" neither he, nor most prominent Diana Henriques of the New York Times who introduced us when I was flushing out the boys from eRaider.com, did not know who he was replying to.

Let's just assume that there was not this madness defamation lawsuit that has been filed against me by 35 year member of US Intelligence, Charles Dazler Knuff, and the judges both Texas State and Federal who are breaking the law as they fail to apply the law, don't know who I am.

There is a point when the ridiculous does of course make perfect sense.

Kenneth Standard Esq. the father of Devin Standard, knew I made perfect sense the first time he met me. He hasn't forgotten also the fact that he is a former President of the New York State Bar Association overseeing 72,000 Wall Street lawyer-liars who are all very quiet when not shooting their arrows or getting someone else to do their poison.

Nor do I need anyone to explain to me exactly what it is that I am up against.

Even if they were to defeat me now, few could argue that I have had one hell of a run.

Even if all my 32 Facebook "friends", with the exception of you, were "fair weather friends", we are back to the numbers of 2FaceTruth.com that don't lie, because they speak "perfect logic".

The Swedes are an enlightened people.

South Africans are the scum of the earth, white South Africans that is. Lynne Bentel who recently became a FB "friend" of mine joins my other South African FB "friend", London solicitor Raymond Oshry. Everyone can ask them what they think.

It is the fact that Christopher Anthony Sumner is a total unknown to the masses of common herd versus me who is increasingly well known to them who all understand why it is that I am so well known to those at the highest levels of the socio economic ladder who have always prided themselves on being able to keep their egos in check and to leave it to the likes of clown Warren Buffet who the masses hold on to each and every word as though he were god himself, to act as their cushion when the time comes for a run on the anything but Almighty $.

Had Sumner only been engaging with me in conversation he would always be able to make a joke out of not being able to answer his question, "What does money mean to you?"

But there were two other independent persons, a male and female, Roger Wills and Julie Dunlap who may not care about how I go about delivering my message without either of them being able to suggest how else I might better have stayed alive all this time, let alone be incarcerated where the full brutality of the De Beers-US Governemnt is put to work, and rape of course much more common place in prison than anyone would care to believe.

There is a reason why not a single Israeli Secial Forces commando has ever been taken captive.

There is a reason why no Mossad spy has every got a hero's welcome back in Israel when finally let go.

There is no word or words to describe what rape means to a Hetrosexual male other than for such a male to hear the story of rape told by a female victim who will often times admit that they might have managed to avoid the rape much like every motorcycle rider knows after an accident that if they had only been paying more careful attention.

Of course the media focus on those rapes where the woman does not stand a chance, but then that is not what I am talking about.

The media do not talk about the rape of men unless it is in one of their violent movies and then they can't get enough of making it all sick to its core.

Ask a hetrosexual male if they can even remember such a documentary and/or movie and I doubt they will.

It is in fact too sick for the hetrosexual male to contemplate.

A lot of us hetrosexual males go throughout our lives without being raped.

Don't you now feel a great sigh of relief?

Christopher Anthony Sumner may not be feeling quite as happy.

Everything depends on ones point of view as well as how one goes about reading this communique.

I never said at the start to read it from the bottom up.

Just that word bottom, now sounds gay, doesn't it.

The same with bum.

Yet there is nothing quite like the bum of the most perfect bodied female that it seems only the French-Canadians seem to have a lock on the marketplace.
I prove the existence of God each conscious moment I have and when I sleep I don’t have to think because I know that my mind is being made that much stronger which means more enlightened.

When you get a math problem right you don’t listen were a teacher to say something stupid like, “That is the wrong answer”. I know I will prove my case because I am right.

Everything evolves other than the human, at least up until this very moment.

Once done before and stay dead still on the tracks as the fast moving train never once blew its horn or whistle, was of course meant to be. was undoubtedly the fastest dog on the planet, at least over the first 50 meters which was enough to outrun the fastest of the coyotes and when deciding it was time to do something he had never done before and stay dead still on the tracks as the fast moving train never once blew its horn or whistle, was of course meant to be.

To be as fearless as Pypeetoe who was all feet, no teeth to his bite and afraid of the dark, well Mango can most assuredly bite, but he does not have quite the legs to be as fast as Pypeetoe who prove the existence of God each conscious moment I have and when I sleep I don’t have to think because I know that my mind is being made that much stronger which means more enlightened.
I prove the existence of God each conscious moment I have and when I sleep I don't have to think because I know that my mind is being made that much stronger which means more enlightened.

Don't you just love hearing all these people talking about how they are going to make money as well as protect their money, and then the people at the table next to them pick up on the word money and then they start talking about money, and they are barely paying any attention to the rot they are eating and stopping them from thinking and bringing pain that much more as time passes and gravity keeps pushing those fat TALKATIVE cells to squeeze the intestines no matter how much one tosses and turns during the night which is better than getting bed sores but not quite like being able to sleep on one's back, better yet with the head not resting on a pillow, and then to breath properly through the diaphragms.

A tall order for the habitual pain addict.

I just provide the logic.

Anyone who has a problem with it should take it up with God.

Do you have any idea what percentage of dinner conversations are about money?

How many people have you met talk openly like Christopher Anthony Sumner about how unsuccessful they are, at the same time they talk about how they and their new love are creating wealth and positive relationships?

These are of course rhetorical questions.

Unsuccessful people don't have Internet connections.

Sumner knows that he is talking to the choir and they love him, and the more nonsense he talks the more they love him, until I hit him with logic and then he shuts down.

He is on an increasingly short-fuse, and so are all his many supporters.

His competitors cannot be happy even though they can't get enough of him thinking he has caught me in his game.

Everyone eventually runs out of steam. That is what death is all about.

The goal is to have found the meaning of life and equally important someone such as my stunning F-C wife to share it with.

This is the way God must have willed it.

I cannot give any better explanation because it happens to be the truth.

Ask anyone who is passionate about what they do, and they will tell you that they were "lucky" to meet the "right people".

They are humble people which does not make them unintelligent; on the contrary, they who are not motivated by money are the happiest of people; and when you mess with their hard earned savings, then you had better watch out.

Do you have any idea how many young hard working people I have educated over the years?

It is not possible for anyone else I know to have given such an education because to have my knowledge you would have to be me, and there is only one of me as there is each of the rest of us.

I don't need to put on another seminar-workshop to know that I won't expect any different result; the same with all those I have educated, and many if not most having great difficulty in finding out so late in life that they knew absolutely nothing about how the real world works.

The fact that it is not some hiding church related luminary, or a bunch of banks huddled deciding how to confuse the masses when not also lying through their teeth, but rather it is the United States Congress who pass the laws.

Again, you have been "up to speed" on the fraud of the US Declaration of Independence that was not renounced as it should have been by the crafters of the US Constitution that every American including all the lawyers so pride themselves on.

I have been testing it out on a great many people and the smartest of them all come back to Biblical scripture to explain its despicable fraud on the world's poor.

That is the smartest and they very quickly resign themselves to concluding that the US Government will not let them down and will do whatever it takes to make sure that the US military continues to be the number one superpower.

I have explained previously how important is the brutally strong Israel Defense Force.

So if you are all about money how do you protect your money?

Do you short gold or do you buy gold?

We all know that if I was in charge of any country, I would immediately reinstate the Gold Standard and have the US Government provide the inventory they have of Gold including the gold shipped out of South Africa and sent to Hong Kong by German-American Charles W. Engelhard Jr. [1917-1971] thanks to the protections afforded him by his 3 Branches of the US Government, the result of him paying him their bribes that were not all in gold because they were also in diamonds which they didn't mention when talking about all the spending bills and tax laws they were passing to both confuse and steal from everyone else.

The value of a currency is a function of the perceived value of one country's military versus the other military powers.

There are many ways to say the same thing, like there are to skin a cat.

Prior to the Bankers Manifesto of 1892, the power of the US Congress was very limited.

They could not just print money and give it to their friends that got them elected which is why it was frowned upon to get the Government in to the business of printing money.
They could not just print money and give it to their friends that got them elected, which is why it was frowned upon to get the Government in to the business of printing money.

Who is not talking?

Notice how I shut down all the nonsense talkers who are flipping out that they cannot control Christopher Sumner and company.

Look at all the people who rely on the paper house of cards, they are the media.

All they can do is keep doing what they doing and giving their version of history and when being selective and talking about how gold rose after we went off the Gold Standard and then crashed, blah blah, they leave the same trail as their deafening silences.

People are getting very hurt financially and not all of them are dying.

There are a great many small business people throughout the world while never forgetting the soldiers who are no longer active duty, but know exactly where to get the guns.

The small painter, electrician, car and motorcycle mechanic, plumber, carpet cleaner etc etc, don't have the money but they have huge amounts of common sense.

Each moment that goes by those pushing the money system will have increasing difficulty in predicting as this information gets out there.

In other words with each passing moment there is more likelihood rather than less chance of their world coming crashing down, and each moment's delay their names are getting out there.

So what would the number be for me to be considered a threat?

300 million Americans?

30 million Americans?

Let's see what the Mossad are saying.

There are no rules that I know of that prevent the Mossad from being silent.

It is not their job to discuss why not a single money commentator, professor, student of economics-finance-politics ever thought to mention the huge downside of that $400 billion surplus that Clinton left in the US Treasury because these idiots who will not buy my book never thought about it.

How much dumber can you be than that?

There is no feeling like that of feeling stupid.

Yet we feel good when we judge our success by the failure of others around us.

But that can all change in an instant when the "common herd" stop thinking about their personal survival and start acting as intelligently as the dumbest of the wild beasts, who of course I don't think for a moment think independently about anything as they are guiding by one Smart Mind.

The human was put here last to show each of us that it is the worst, and all before are perfect.

Now think of all those not sponsoring our website and not commiserating with us about this Knuff lawsuit.

They must be feeling good.

They also hate the fact that I am married to the perfect wife who pays me handsomely.

How often does one go to a party of a rich person and think that it would be the right thing to send Uncle Sam a check but you decide not to because you have concluded that Uncle Sam paid for everything when making that person rich?

It was all over - CLICK HERE - the instant the US Government announced that it had bailed out failed AIG that the US Government had bankrupted in order to build up the US Government, just like what happened after 9/11 when if airport security hadn't been beefed up those workers would have made it that much tougher for those doing other menial jobs to make a living including those waiting on tables.

Of course I didn't need to go to coffee shops to get all this information, but now I have a whole bunch of email addresses and the faces of those people also know who they are; and it all helps get the information out there; and when I am gone it will be easy for all those not yet corrupted to blaze their own trails, which of course I have said all before, just slightly differently.

Moreover, I fully understand the conventional wisdom of not bringing attention to oneself and those one cares about because it will only attract that much more jealousy, but these are times that don't call for Conventional Wisdom because it is in small supply to begin with, and besides the jealousy of my detractors is beyond words, beyond the description of the human imagination as is their evil; and we are not talking about the "sanctity of life", because corrupt people cannot possibly care about anything other than themselves, no matter how emotional they can get.

Yes, there is a reason why no South Africans are showing their faces when coming to my website 2FaceTruth.com and who cares if "sum" (sic) of them are included in the "unknown" countries, because you don't see any of them on my "Winners List" and they all know how easy it is to get there, versus where they all belong; namely the $ HIT List.

You know that I am "running out of time" as the US Government led by Knuff and his lawyer-liar think that they can railroad anything they want through the systemically corrupt court system; but they also know that they might find themselves coming up against an honest judge; now wouldn't that be something?

Marie has thought about what that number would be before I was considered a "threat", and she says that she would prefer not to think about.

So do you also agree that number is 7 billion give or take say 11?

Einstein was smart when he said Smuts was smart.

You know both of them would be most interested in what I have say.

My mother always listened to what I had to say.

Do you know of a single human alive today apart from my 3 very different elder siblings who had parents like my mom and dad?
Do you think someone like Ben Gurion would have been interested to find out how we turned out?

Do you think there is anyone else in the world who would never turn on the peoples of Israel?

Do you think it never occurred to me when I was growing up and my mother first told me that my paternal grandfather Israel Issy Gevisser, co-founder of The Moshal Gevisser Group of Companies [1910-1969], and who personally owned priceless land in Haifa harbor, Israel long before Israel became a nation, that his name wouldn't have been known to Ben Gurion?

Do you think it is just religious people who come to my website because I say there is a God?

Getting on the $ HIT list is tantamount to getting caught with their hands in the cookie jar, don't you think?

Look at the brain of Mango-Pypeeete; he is ten times smaller than us. His brain is perfect wiring.

Why dont we think logically instead of thinking with our sexual organs?

Why is there so much homosexuality in the church?

Why is the church still so land and money rich?

Let's come back to how I know that the number-stats of 2faceTruth.com are accurate.

First, I know that I am not fudging them; I wouldn't even know how.

So who would be fudging them, and for what reason? Wouldn't that only add to the credibility of the website that is attacking all the corrupt without regard to race, color, sex, sexual orientation or religion?

They would have to have logical thought processing of the Nth Degree because all we are doing is giving out accurate and truthful information and is only being updated with my daily communications and that is most disturbing to those in denial who are that way because they are stupid because they lie, steal and cheat.

The dumbest of all the world's peoples are again, white South Africans. They have shut down, and it didn't take them long. They are nowhere to found because they are not on the list; but they all know how I am exposing one of their local heroes, J. Essakow of the Marc Rich Flower Hill Mall which was purchased for $31.5 million on the first anniversary of 9/11.

Now don't you find that a coincidence; I am the first person in the world to spell out in simple English the risk of increased terrorism following the Marc Rich Presidential Pardon at the 11th hour of Clinton's Presidency as the $400 surplus he left in the US Treasury was nothing less than the biggest ticking bomb which he knew a year before when he gave that most bizarre ending speech at Caltech University where he washed his hands of the whole mess as he told us that the US was now ripe for a Bosnian style ethnic cleansing civil war?

Couldn't J. Essakow and company at least prayed to God to have the closing of the transaction on another day?

J. Essakow knows that I am not dumbest Jewish person in the world because he and his younger brother Roy have that designation.

Besides J. Essakow has physically threatened me, and of course he knows that I have no fear of him or for that matter anyone he knows who he thinks might be better equipped to kill me; but I certainly don't think I would have any chance against a platoon of any army, unless say I had all Israeli Special Forces under my command.

J. Essakow knows exactly why he threatened me because it is all explained perfectly well in the email I put out previously which he responded to.

He is a big coward, and the rest of his life he has to deal with a great many things because it is not a good thing to threaten someone who is not only good but telling it exactly the way it is in order that pricks like J. Essakow don't get away with murder.

The fact that he is not the only landlord in the world who is using worthless money to impoverish the poor as they went about raising the rents when not forcing long time tenants out which of course has now been stopped since I began bringing Public International Attention to their tactics and strategies, does not mean that J. Essakow will not eventually end up in heaven when of course he as well as all his supporters will undoubtedly face the music; but in the meantime their lives here on magnificent planet Mother Earth will only be that much more of a hell.

Notice not one of them have yet managed to kill me, and nor am I hiding.

Have you seen J. Essakow on his dirty Harley Davidson that his one tenant Steve from Optical Illusions thought it right to give J. Essakow the steepest of reprimands since at least every motorcyclist who drives a Harley knows to keep it shiny even if you are not good enough to ride a real motorcycle like a Ducati; and you know J. Essakow who prides himself on telling people, "In the mid-90s I wasn't worth sh1t, and then I decided to get into real estate" which had Steve responding to me, "And now he smells like sh1t!", can afford a Ducati, but do you think he could trust a hooker on the back?

The likes of J. Essakow never believed in a million years that they would be drawing so much attention to how the US Government did business in their South African Apartheid Regime as they have the local white population fighting it out tooth and nail to be "King of the Hill" and especially Jewish South Africans who came up with the utterly disgusting, "IF THERE WAS NOT A BLACK PROBLEM IN SOUTH AFRICA THERE WOULD BE A JEWISH PROBLEM" right after the US Government's National Party defeated Smuts in the May 26, 1948 South African General Election.

It was not only Jewish South Africans who remember are predominantly white, who knew this "problem" was one they created it. When the General of Generals, David Ben Gurion sent his most trusted spy, South African-Israeli Boris Senior to South Africa on February 15, 1948, Ben Gurion knew that Senior who along with his rich family were very well known amongst the Jewish community, would receive a very "cold reception".

Bear in mind that my most worldly money and guns savvy maternal family landed in South Africa in November 1947 right when Israel's War of Independence was just getting underway; and nor had my grandfather Alef-Al Badash-Ash
who was born on December 5, 1899 just as the Boer War was getting started, forgotten all that he had learned when volunteering at age 14 to fight with his fellow Britishers in the First World War before following in his mother’s shoes as a most trusted “runner” which was not hurt by his decision in September 1941 to make application in Leeds, England to change his name from the Jewish sounding Alef Badash to the more Gentile Al Ash;

and you recall me mentioning how Nechie Becker Badash (1874-1943) who was one of the early residents of Tel-Aviv where the Mossad are headquartered only returned to England in 1929 when my mother was born, died after falling down a flight of stairs in a boarding house where she was recuperating after first being run over by a car.

I also think you would agree that the self-confidence that my mother has always had, was not hurt by her father’s strong self-esteem.

People with healthy egos do not need to place plaque on fireplace mantles to remind themselves as well as tell the world how important they are.

Nor do they need to see their pictures in the newspaper or name in headlines.

When my mother retired from her grueling career that did not make her rich, and nowhere near as wealthy had she been corrupt, she destroyed all her photograph and press cuttings albums that were numerous, given how there was possibly no single non-politician who was as well known as my mother whose career spanned more than 3 decades.

My mother and I have never once discussed that most important trip of Boris Senior who was well-known as well as liked by both my mother and father because to do so would have only created unnecessary “hardship” beginning with why Senior never approached my father to join the Israel Air Force that Boris was tasked with recruiting fellow fighter-pilots; at least he served as the “front person”.

Nothing of any consequence took place in South Africa without the concurrence of most detail oriented Smuts, other than when he was in charge of the South African Treasury when he and fellow Boer Commander Louis Botha took over the running of South Africa in 1910 when South Africa became part of the British Union. Smuts, who is responsible for the word “Commonwealth” becoming so “commonplace”, paid little and no attention to the money in the South African Treasury because it meant absolutely nothing.

It was South Africa’s rich mineral resources that meant everything.

Smuts was also not the only person who was aware that Senior received that most “cold shoulder” from the leaders of the South African Jewish community who did not want to “rock the boat”, and nor the Jewish leadership alone either of my grandfathers who were also fully aware that Ben Gurion blasted Senior for so “upsetting” the now so very comfortable Jewish South African community.
The lessons of war and what causes them are now very easy to both teach and understand; and nor does one need all that much stamina.

No human who has had all this knowledge should ever be allowed to shed another genuine tear, but I will assume God will allow them all the crocodile tears they want and when feeling themselves emotionally moved to have what little remains of their minds remind them of their fraud and to look forward to their remaining long life of increasing hell and while thinking about how it will be when taking their last breath and not really looking forward to returning as a shellfish, to have less malice of forethought to getting up to more mischief.

Nor were the leaders of the South African Jewish community "putting it on"; they were deadly serious; moreover, when Smuts was defeated 101 days after Senior left Israel to secure aircraft and more importantly seasoned Fighter-Bomber-Pilots like my father with his 71 miraculous dive-bombing missions dive bombing the crap out of the US-De Beers-Nazi bastards, the vast majority of South African Jewish people including those who feigned their support for Smuts were nothing short of "over the moon".

That is not the main reason that Senior or anyone else did not approach my father who would have volunteered to fight in a heartbeat.

The shift to "comfort without conscience" had begun long before, and I would argue once the Cossacks had all but succeeded in wiping all of us out in the pogroms that left my great maternal grandmother Nechie an orphan at age 8.

There are many things I have left out which I may never get to including telling my mother's two cow story that she first put to her very cash rich father who like my father's father left a nothing material estate, just enough for their grandchildren to remember that they hadn't forgotten about them and for me personally to be able to make the choice between one of Penny Coelen older Polo horses and a new 50cc Suzuki motorcycle.

Suffice to say Apartheid-racism still exists, they just call it Free Enterprise now.

Engelhard called his South African conglomerate that my evil "lucky uncle" David Gevisser ran for the most critical period of 1970-1973 which was during the height of the US Government's 3rd Reich's Southern Division, Engelhard Enterprises South Africa; and no doubt when in mid-1964 the US aircraft carrier fleet Enterprise visited South Africa while the rest were up to mischief in the Middle East and over in Asia under the so convoluted wording, "In support of our south east Asia policy", virulent anti-Semitic Engelhard and his equally vitulent anti-Semitic South African Oppenheimer partners, were doing more than celebrating with Lion Lager beer.

I do not have to be beaten over the head to understand the "common herd" thick skull thinking that when you drown people with the same information over and over again they lose interest.

Many other news-information websites that is so static manages to attract new visitors all time while holding the corrupt increasingly in check?

The information on 2FaceTruth.com does not change.

The wealth concentration in the Land of Israel is not found amongst its best Special Forces Commanders like Israel Navy Admiral Ami Ayalon who received Israel's highest award for bravery following the spectacularly brilliant Operation Green Island that began late evening on July 19, 1969 and ended in the early hours of the following morning, when his wounded and dead comrades were not asking whether Neil Armstrong used the right iron when practicing his golf strokes on the moon.

It is not important to look any further as to when it all went wrong.

It is simply wrong that soldiers from a winning army are not handed the keys to every motorcar, every house, every whore house, every sports stadium, every restaurant etc etc left standing, and for its regular citizens to serve them hand and foot.

There are many things I have left out which I may never get to including telling my mother's two cow story that she first put to her very cash rich father who like my father's father left a nothing material estate, just enough for their grandchildren to remember that they hadn't forgotten about them and for me personally to be able to make the choice between one of Penny Coelen older Polo horses and a new 50cc Suzuki motorcycle.

Suffice to say Apartheid-racism still exists, they just call it Free Enterprise now.

Engelhard called his South African conglomerate that my evil "lucky uncle" David Gevisser ran for the most critical period of 1970-1973 which was during the height of the US Government's 3rd Reich's Southern Division, Engelhard Enterprises South Africa; and no doubt when in mid-1964 the US aircraft carrier fleet Enterprise visited South Africa while the rest were up to mischief in the Middle East and over in Asia under the so convoluted wording, "In support of our south east Asia policy", virulent anti-Semitic Engelhard and his equally vitulent anti-Semitic South African Oppenheimer partners, were doing more than celebrating with Lion Lager beer.

I do not have to be beaten over the head to understand the "common herd" thick skull thinking that when you drown people with the same information over and over again they lose interest.

The information on 2FaceTruth.com does not change.

What is this book. This is my story.

There are many things I have left out which I may never get to including telling my mother's two cow story that she first put to her very cash rich father who like my father's father left a nothing material estate, just enough for their grandchildren to remember that they hadn't forgotten about them and for me personally to be able to make the choice between one of Penny Coelen older Polo horses and a new 50cc Suzuki motorcycle.

Suffice to say Apartheid-racism still exists, they just call it Free Enterprise now.

Engelhard called his South African conglomerate that my evil "lucky uncle" David Gevisser ran for the most critical period of 1970-1973 which was during the height of the US Government's 3rd Reich's Southern Division, Engelhard Enterprises South Africa; and no doubt when in mid-1964 the US aircraft carrier fleet Enterprise visited South Africa while the rest were up to mischief in the Middle East and over in Asia under the so convoluted wording, "In support of our south east Asia policy", virulent anti-Semitic Engelhard and his equally vitulent anti-Semitic South African Oppenheimer partners, were doing more than celebrating with Lion Lager beer.

I do not have to be beaten over the head to understand the "common herd" thick skull thinking that when you drown people with the same information over and over again they lose interest.

The information on 2FaceTruth.com does not change.

What other news-information website that is so static manages to attract new visitors all time while holding the corrupt increasingly in check?

I think it is important that no one, other than me, cares to explain the stats of 2FaceTruth.com, not even to ask me a question, like, "How come there are not more visitors from the United States?" when we know Americans shut down the instant they realize they are contributing to the information getting out there.

We also know that it is unlikely that peoples like the 1.5 billion Chinese, who "live to learn" versus us who mostly live to eat junk food when knowing no better than to listen to our junk talking fat TALKATIVE cells, will shut down since the information I am sharing is not in the least bit detrimental to the well-being of the world's most oldest art culture society, given how China's history is known.
I also know that they cannot simply "laugh it off" given how very seriously all their many American lawyers take their profession; and that behind it all is this "virtuousness" that is so surrounded by "truth", compassion, and above all else, intelligence.

Most reading this still won't have a clue what I am talking about, but they do know I am "hitting on" something hugely important given how they all perfectly understand that the reason I have such huge credibility is because I am hugely credible which of course is all relative; but when compared to all those who are dumb, even the most dumb will not argue with logic.

As we discussed on our last walk together about a week ago, not only is there a correlation between obesity and dementia but so is there a correlation between stupidity and degenerative diseases and which I first became aware of when talking with Professor Kelly of Scripps back in mid-July 2002. CLICK HERE.

It is of course the quietness of those in the carbon as well as blind copied section who understand increasingly well that the information they are hearing on TV, radio as well as all the nonsense information websites on the Internet is not only old and "cleansed" information but its main purpose is to deceive; moreover, anyone who has spent more than a moment at 2FaceTruth.com knows that with each passing moment, not only is the truth getting out there, but all those in denial from the youngest of kids who are capable of abstract thought all the way to the human leadership starting with Obama cannot keep up this charade for very much longer.

The fact that never before in the history of the world has anyone come close to spelling out the simplicity of the corruption which everyone who now understands it wants to try and make it that more complicated using first, foremost and last totally unnecessary words, does not change the fact that I have ALL THE FACTs without being in the least bit arrogant; on the contrary I can only smile at the arrogance of those either in denial or deep denial, and for them to simply decide between the two, and they wont get an argument out of me.

Let's assume that the only reason for the creation of the human was for God to laugh His head off, and knowing therefore even when the human which is the most devolved of the animal kingdom species including the yet to be discovered smallest of small plant life, is provided with the overwhelming evidence, chooses to ignore all the evidence and when continuing in its most idiotic way to prove that it is somehow more intelligent does the exact reverse which has God laughing that much more, which isn't of course all that funny, but which goes a long way in explaining the unbeatable statistics of 2FaceTruth.com which you know there is not a single credible statistician who would argue all these facts with me.

If the words, "People with little intelligence have great difficulty feeling stupid" were my words versus those of Marie's it would of course be easier for all those in denial.

The fact that those are not the only most profound comments of a most beautiful, most feminine, extraordinarily self-confidant and so very sexy woman whose first spoken language is the so sexy French, is nothing short of awesome.

The human male only knows one thing after getting the money.

It is all about fucking when you have lost the game of intelligence.

I was not stupid when concluding why it is that everyone who knows about this most fraudulent defamation lawsuit filed against me by a Jewish lifelong member of the CIA is wishing Knuff all the success in the world.

Better yet when they hear that he has managed to get a corrupt Texas State judge to give a monetary award against me even though they have no evidence that I have knowingly defamed Knuff; on the contrary as you so well point out, Knuff and company which of course includes all those silent and non-silent egging him on, they have defamed me, and for which no amount of money can fully compensate me for my damages since to defame a good person is rightfully murder according to Jewish law.

You may not be aware that the Hebrew word for "No" is pronounced, "Law".

Isn't that interesting?

English is a language ripped out of the Latin, one spiritual languages like Hebrew, Aramaic, Arabic, Greek, and French by politician-lawyer-liars hell bent on confusing the masses, but even English has vestiges of spirituality which is what I am also proving.

It is me shutting down each and every corrupt priest of all the religions given how not a single one of them can debate me on the subject, "God does NOT exist" as I can explain using the highest levels of math and science that God does not only exist but is most alive and well and dealing his punishment first and foremost through the highly logical pain feeling which while subjective we can all understand as when someone says that they are in pain, no matter how small or great, each one of us can commiserate without a thought given to morality.

I am not the only person in the world who has time to think.

The purest of thinkers are God's little animal friends that we eat and who create most of the pain.

How often do you lie in bed and think about how fat TALKATIVE cell people in the exact same position have their body organs being squeezed by their self-indulgent fat TALKATIVE cells? I assume more times than when I first made you aware.

Now think about their intestines who get little and no relief.

What can be worse than self-infliction?

In my humble but seasoned opinion those great many alive today and only finding out right this very minute, are far too gone in their bad eating habits, and while of course only fooling themselves they increasingly commit themselves to talking to others who when they see them coming know better than to waste their breath.

Why don't church officials tell it like it is to their slim and trim congregations other than they want them like the rest palming over their monies without questioning?

The poor suffer horribly, but the lazy rich are now getting to experience such suffering while knowing this information will inevitably reach the poor; and again we are only talking about the logic of the mind that in the next instant even the corrupt can see "reason" to making things right with the poor; and it just the thinking of what the next selfish bastard future shellfish might do to save their skin and do something smart like make me a 'household name' before I am long gone, is ingenuous, isn't it?

Now think if there was a good billionaire who might decide to do the right thing; and then you think again that no billionaire can be honest; then think again how increasingly lonely that billionaire will be when they find themselves increasingly alone with no one to talk to as those "hanging on" for the inheritance cannot be sure that someone other than a billionaire will force someone like Obama to talk about me.
What a game, and to think all 7 billion of us can now play it as we each do whatever we please.

I would now go surfing, the time is 3:22 and Marie is just out the door helping take care of some very important business of mine, and nor is it her 51% ownership that motivates her.

But I feel though the need to spell out just a little more as I know my adversaries are getting increasingly desperate which is what they are designed to do as it is God's logic-laws that will soon rule.

Let me explain more why in late 1972 when I was still just 15 years of age, Boris Senior, the most respected secret member of the Irgun Jewish underground movement who was tested time and again and tasked by Ben Gurion just 3 months after leaving for South Africa where he left behind 50 Kittyhawk fighter-bombers purchased for 6 English pounds each, with dropping a bomb on the Altalena ship in Tel-Aviv harbor with Irgun head, Menachem Begin on board, told me in no uncertain terms, "One day I would not be surprised if you were to head up the Mossad" and when I told Ben Gurion what Boris had to say, Ben Gurion just smiled and proceeded to share with me detailed backup plans for Operation Wrath of God which had Mossad hit squads activated throughout the world to address two assassination attempts on the life of Ben Gurion and the massacrering of 11 defenseless Israeli athletes at the 1972 Olympic Games which were masterminded by CIA operative Ali Salameh who had been placed on the payroll of the US Government two years before in 1970, the same year that my my father's first cousin, David Gevisser was named Chief Executive Officer of Engelhard Enterprises South Africa.

Not to mention, Ben Gurion who was head of the Haganah and who was in a life and death fight with the Irgun for command and control of the brutally disciplined Israel Defense Force just one month into Israel's War of Independence when loss would have meant the annihilation of all the worlds' Jewish people, hadn't lost his mind as he ordered his best field commander, future Prime Minister Yitzchak Rabin to sink the Altalena which he did, thus saving Senior from having to perform his duty which had he failed, you don't need to use your imagination to know what would have happened next.

To mention little of Senior's allegiance to the Irgun was no secret to Ben Gurion or other members of the Jewish underground spread throughout the world who had the most trusted eyes and ears, and who blended in well with "local natives" of all nationalities as they spoke the very simple language of truth; meaning guns and money, and nothing else, unless diamonds and/or gold were a better choice, and only the US $ when flushing out a "weak link".

To mention in passing, Senior before becoming a founding member of the Israel Air Force was flying French Resistance Irgun assassins from France into Great Britain and the European Continent to hunt down Allied Generals who were enforcing the arms boycott of Israel which made it illegal for men of military age like Boris and my dad to enter Israel, and when caught they were shot were on sight, and no one understood better than Ben Gurion how important those weapons were on the Altalena as were both the Irgun and Haganah soldiers who were killed in this most extraordinary firefight as Ben Gurion later ordered the no military experience survivors of the Holocaust who had just arrived in Israel, into battle with little and no weapons at their side and they were decimated; but each breath they took gave Ben Gurion, the best of the very best, breathing room; and today Israel still survives; may God rest the soul of the Great Ben Gurion.

Bear in mind that at the time, which again was late 1972, all I knew was that my great maternal grandmother Nechie Becker Badash who had raised my "born to perform" mother Zena "in the world problems of the world and the solutions to many of these problems" was an early resident of Tel-Aviv and which was established in 1902, the year the Boer War ended and De Beers founder Cecil Rhodes was most likely assassinated at age 49.

You know more than most why it is that I consider it rather important that Cecil Rhodes was homosexual.

Such a distracting word for heterosexuals also serves its purpose.

My mother would always tell people if they asked that I was good at history and common sense, and yet I know my mother paid absolutely no attention to my school grades but she did teach me history in the most interesting way.

Those who know, don't talk; those who don't do all the talking.

Once you tell a secret it is no longer a secret.

She didn't know anything about Chaos Theory which didn't prevent me from taking little time to get my ahead around it and when figuring that no expert could explain how dumb people had to be to think one needed money to buy all one's weapon systems as well as the intelligence to get one's weapon systems including what to leave out as well as put in to weapon systems sold to one's enemy. I didn't feel the need to call my mother and ask if she could write me an ad to support this very smart wording and timing ad that we had my father place just once in the South African Sunday Times back I believe in mid-1989.
It is my opinion that if you were to ask intellectually honest homosexual men why they are more promiscuous than us hugely promiscuous Heterosexuals, both women and men, they will answer that there is no "No" when it comes to homosexual sex; i.e. anything goes because there is not the more "emotional" female involved.

If it turns out that I am "dead wrong" that you will not find a single Homosexual person to agree with this important statement, it still will not change my opinion.

When my very careful with her choice of words mother told me one day, and totally out the blue, that her very good friend, South African-Israeli-British Leslie Shagam, also a founder of the Israel Air Force, was "thrown out of El-El" the Israeli Government owned airline, "because he was homosexual", and we all knew Leslie was gay, although my dad would say, "He seemed funny" - I am not sure I can continue in this "vein" because you really have to know my father when he says such words to understand how hilariously funny it is - I knew it was not to "gossip".

My mother never gossiped. That is hugely atypical of South African Jewish women and men. They are the biggest gossipers in the world.

Remember, my mother would repeat very few things to me, but the one thing she would remind on occasion was that, "I have always felt like a stranger in South Africa", and yet she may have been the most admired non-politician of her time in all of South Africa. But she didn't gossip; and nor did she ever once give me irrelevant information.

Nor did she say that Les Shagam was thrown out of the Mossad because he was gay.

El-EL is Mossad, from beginning to end; and I mean literally wingtip to wingtip. You may have heard of an El-El aircraft going down once in Amsterdam, Holland; it is no secret that was a Mossad operation from start to finish.

The difference between an El-El aircraft and a United Airlines aircraft is the paint job.

I don't think I need to explain more.

My mother said I was also good at Latin, which I was when compared to Gary Firer who was a disaster, but I was not the best the student, and nor was I in any of my subjects because why mess with a good thing such as your mother teaching you the most profound Confucius saying, "The Tallest Trees Attract The Most Wind".

If you can figure out that God exists, even if you cannot explain it because you are English language deprived, which I am, at least when compared to my F-C wife and mother and 3 elder siblings and both parents and both my grandfathers who possibly spoke more to me than all my 3 elder siblings combined given how when my mother spoke and would say, "He has a lot of common sense" both grandfather's at the time were not deaf, then you don't go about shouting your head off that you know God exists because the first they will do is put you in a lunatic asylum.

As I have mentioned before when in late December 1972 I got off the plane at Louis Botha Airport in Durban, and the main South African Airport in Johannesburg was called Jan Smuts International Airport before the US Government's racist ANC Government came to power in 1994. I was convinced that all my immediate family's "troubles" in South Africa were about to end, as we would all be leaving on Aliyah to Israel, but when my mother made a "fuss and dance" about nothing as she admonished me for selling my old clothes which she was also very happy to see the last of as the little money I got went into her Tel-Aviv Bank Leumi account, so it became crystal clear why Boris Senior in particular kept asking me when I would ask the important questions, "What does your mother have to say?" and that it was now clear that we would never immigrate to Israel which meant that my dreams of becoming an Israeli fighter pilot would never materialize; and it was not only Senior but Ben Gurion who had begun to lower the boom ever so gently as they explained how flying high technology fighter jets would never be as exciting as the Kittyhawk
flown by my dad, Boris and Syd Cohen during World War II as it had become increasingly more of electronics that were flying the aircraft and their expense also had the wars being fought increasingly more remote.

Not to mention, back to the war rooms and placement of computer codes into integrated computer chips where the brains of the Mossad first pick out the smartest design engineers throughout the world.

One can ask someone such as Robert Frimitzis a far better known author than me, what he now thinks about the time he was approached by Mossad agents when he was working on a top secret US military satellite program where as far as he knew no one other those actually involved in this Black Project were aware of, and they began to download to him details which told Frimitzis that since they knew it was not him who had shared the intelligence then it meant that there was another spy who was working alongside him; and whether Frimitzis decided not to go work for the Mossad which he says they asked him to do, was because of loyalty to the US or because he didn't want the same thing to happen to him, is something you can ask Frimitzis who might already have published his next spy book.

Not to mention by the end of 1972 when my eldest brother Neil published his poetry-blank verse book, picking up the pieces of yourself which contained 4 poems highly critical of the Apartheid Regime, he may have already been banned from South Africa, although he never got a the actual "banning" designation since my mother sent him to Israel very shortly after she was visited in her bedroom at our last house in Durban that was located in the "backyard" of the Gerald Hackner residence, by two members of the South African Secret Police who were most likely not the same two who visited with me in my fancy offices at 100 Wilshire Blvd, right after the A Name From Here, You Can Trust Over There ad ran.

You also know that the South African Sunday Times refused to run my INFORMERS WANTED AD - CLICK HERE - following a "cease and desist" letter I received via email on April 7, 2005 when Marie and I and her "TTOO" (sic) were in Costa Rica from The Beers' Sunday Times Newspaper lawyer-liars; and remember when clicking on the CLICK HERE to click on the hyperlink above the word
The "common herd" believe that part of the reason that wars exist, is that it is partly money but mainly power, power and money so tied together they are inseparable.

memories clean?

Do you think the Mossad have forgotten also the fact that a month after their heads up of 9/11, and the FBI and CIA did nothing, they, the Mossad who have long memories, decided to wipe their

That was 3632 days ago.

One person on my email list who I know is not laughing is David Bellavia who never had difficulty getting his head around the first sentence in my first of 4 letters to the editor of the Jerusalem post

Why doesn't everyone reading this even if it when I am long dead send The Tonight Show their list of jokes.

Can you now see pilots for private jets taking ads out in the New York Times assuring those who fly on private jets that it is not only safe, but the pilots will eat the same food as the passengers?

Disney's private jets.

Americans have yet to even ask why each of them don't own their own Lear Jet; and now you can easily imagine Jay Leno of The Tonight Show making a joke of how not even he would fly on one

You shouldn't be surprised that Warren Buffets owns a large aircraft leasing company and so does the rest of the US "Government" (sic) through its 80% interest in AIG, and yet the common herd

One of the things I explained to you and Gwen the other day which I know not a single person outside of the highest levels of Israeli Military Intelligence-Mossad has thought about, was that if you are

owner of a private jet and/or living in a large mansion with lots of servants that one can increasingly trust less.

But the human, no matter how corrupt is programmed to "engage" and when they don't they get what we call "cabin fever" which if one is alone in one's cabin is not as nerve racking as being the

Everyone knows that when you don't have truth on your side you cannot look forward to the future; and worse than that it is increasingly more difficult to predict the behavior of those around you

Constitution began laughing their heads off.

Again, as far as I know there is nothing in the US Constitution that dissed the Declaration of Independence.

Now lets look equally carefully at the US Constitution that was created on September 17, 1787 and ratified on June 21, 1788

Again, as far as I know there is nothing in the US Constitution that disedd the Declaration of Independence.

You understand perfectly today how the moment the US Constitution was inked, and the masses didn't cry, "Off with their heads", those signatories to both the Declaration of Independence and US

But the human, no matter how corrupt is programmed to "engage" and when they don't they get what we call "cabin fever" which if one is alone in one's cabin is not as nerve racking as being the owner of a private jet and/or living in a large mansion with lots of servants that one can increasingly trust less.

One of the things I explained to you and Gwen the other day which I know not a single person outside of the highest levels of Israeli Military Intelligence-Mossad has thought about, was that if you are corrupt you have to be totally fucking out of your mind to own and/or lease a private aircraft and/or yacht.

You shouldn't be surprised that Warren Buffets owns a large aircraft leasing company and so does the rest of the US "Government" (sic) through its 80% interest in AIG, and yet the common herd

Americans have yet to even ask why each of them don't own their own Lear Jet; and now you can easily imagine Jay Leno of The Tonight Show making a joke of how not even he would fly on one Disney's private jets.

Can you now see pilots for private jets taking ads out in the New York Times assuring those who fly on private jets that it is not only safe, but the pilots will eat the same food as the passengers?

Why doesn't everyone reading this even if it when I am long dead send The Tonight Show their list of jokes.

One person on my email list who I know is not laughing is David Bellavia who never had difficulty getting his head around the first sentence in my first of 4 letters to the editor of the Jerusalem post back on Feb. 1, 2001.

That was 3632 days ago.

Do you think the Mossad have forgotten also the fact that a month after their heads up of 9/11, and the FBI and CIA did nothing, they, the Mossad who have long memories, decided to wipe their memories clean?

The "common herd" believe that part of the reason that wars exist, is that it is partly money but mainly power, power and money so tied together they are inseparable.
Notice that your thinking, apart from how I should best address the American Judiciary in response to this illegal ruling of a corrupt Democratic Texan State Judge, supported by a corrupt San Diego Federal Judge, is what Mato and Rocha are thinking.
You are aware that few Americans reading this are thinking right now of that Arizona massacre.
Everyone I meet wants to have a beautiful dog like Mango.
You know it takes just one prominent judge anywhere in the world, or a President like President Hu of China to declare De Beers, "persona non-grata".
Think what everyone who has diamonds is thinking now.
Have you read either Catcher in the Rhyne and/or Mein Kampf?
Isn't it crazy that lone crazed gunmen, similar profile which the FBI will give the person; how similar they are, they feel excluded, that no one understands them, that they are not appreciated, they are an undiscovered genius?
Yet we see a kid in the prone position with bi-pod machine gun, we think that is sick?
It is all about the car thing and the girl and then it is all about "unemotional" money to buy the things that make you feel good.
Again, no thought to how stupid can a human being to think that the victor of war would allow the loser, especially sitting atop rich mineral resources to have a currency that would be "fairly traded"?
It may have been a little shocking for Senior and Ben Gurion to hear someone as young as me tell it the way it is, but you understand back then it was just an "intellectual discussion" as the reality was that it was commonplace knowledge the shameful history of the US which none of its State Department officials tried to hide for a single moment, nor America's willingness to use nuclear weapons, even on its own population if need be.
Place yourself right now as a fly on the wall and Hilary is talking to her Chinese counterpart who is just nodding, not saying a word; and Hilary begins,

Did you see the History Channel the other evening? Isn't it wonderful how us Americans came together so quickly after we wiped out 2% of our population; and don't forget if we didn't have our Ken Burns producing such theater with the right symphony music, there would also be great cinematographers like Darryl Hannah's uncle out of work, and they could be end up being our next Timothy McVeigh?

So you see Hilary and company cannot be accused of "talking to talk".
They keep us free and safe at night.
Good night.
Before I sign off for the second time, the thought occurred to me about gold.
When you look at an American Gold Eagle coin and it is one ounce of gold, do you think how much a Black South African slave wage earner working the mines should be paid today?
Do you know how many Americans consider themselves intelligent as they go about researching what diamond to buy their fiance?
How do we reach them by sunrise tomorrow?
What about someone interested in buying gold; would you have to discuss all the nuances in valuing a diamond in order to understand why gold has stood the test of time?
What about the cost of a backpack when backpacking through say Thailand; would you really quibble as much on the price in US $s as you did yesterday?

While I have still to fully digest what you have sent me on Knuff, I know yours are genius writings, and I still need to be in a very "quiet space", but the time is not yet perfect although I am in the most perfect spot here on the water's edge of Del Mar, experiencing the waves and the most beautiful sunset, which is not quite the noise of the Pannkin Coffee shop in La Jolla where it wasn't always noisy, and now I suspect they are all celebrating wildly with Yellow Teeth right outside blowing his car horn loud as he did the other day as he sped off, the coward so afraid that the police would actually show up and that they might believe the true story and arrest him for threatening me, and which of course he would only do in a very public setting like all cowards.
The "common herd" are by definition very out of touch but they can instantly become part of the solution as opposed to being part of the problem so long as one does not make them "feel stupid" because none of us can be blamed for being fed nonsense that begins with medical doctors not doing their job which is NOT helped when the nurses who know better end up kowtowing to this most decrepit of all humanity; they can brought around, and it begins not with talking in "generalities" but just like how hugely competent John - irisher@gmail.com - "attacked" - CLICK HERE - the huge discrepancy in the American version of the 1952 Jan Christian Smuts [May 24, 1870-Sept. 11, 1950 written by his son J.C. Smuts
The fact that the lazy ruling elite don't see any problem with using their ill-informed common herd poor to wipe out all poverty by wiping out the poor using educated people to move the masses
blinding them with Hollywood lights that has "consumerism" written all over, does not prevent them from being increasingly transparent.
Again, I have to come back to my extraordinarily HUGE FOOT PRINT on the internet that not a single other credible person can "hold true", and that is because I have in fact got the "teachers to the common herd", who are so well explained in the Bankers Manifesto of July 4, 1892, to communicate with me given what they know to be my huge credibility; and only once getting their heads around my agenda which is to expose them from the top down and bottom up they then go silent.
What is second most important is the lazy rich ruling elite who are in the minority throughout the world UNDERSTAND PERFECTLY WELL that if one gives the poor the opportunity to be just as cutthroat and ruthless as the lazy rich they will be even more cutthroat when not "opting out" when things get either "too tough" as the money dries up.
The key is the word "transparent". Once exposed on my $ HIT list, there cannot be anything worse in making a spectacle out of oneself without me having to remind myself to focus on all those who are ALSO yet to be up on the list of lists which is the quintessential FOOLS NAMES/FOOS FACES IN PUBLIC PLACES list.
One just needs to put oneself in the shoes of anyone who needs the monetary system to function in order to pay for the goods and services that ward off the inevitable entropy.
An army needs to feed itself. **You had better take care of your army who has the least amount of truth at their side.** Now you better understand why Clinton said what he had to say.

One does not need to paraphrase what I am saying; just send a copy of this to the US State Department and ask for a "return receipt".

As you know it is getting increasingly difficult, thank God, for anyone other than those like the Unibomber to operate "off the grid" and even they inevitably get flushed out when they have to buy their high explosives and when blowing up infrastructure and hurting innocent people they do most of all the "bidding" of the ruling elite.

Never forget, being alive is a key factor in me moving so rapidly ahead of all those seeking to "gain favor" with De Beers who get to pick the cream of the crop of the world's smartest kids from all over the world, no different to the Mossad who are just that much more ingenious while at the same time never hiding for a moment amongst all the "Foreign Office" nonsense talk the fact that their power and influence stems from their Mossad Special Forces Division whose Kidon assassination unit understand perfectly well that even two eyes for an eye plays right into the hands of the ruling elite whose principal goal is to wipe out all questioning Jewish people who are the most questioning of all peoples; instead to be most deliberate and most all patient in putting traitors of Israel to work.

You will have noticed that so far not a single Israeli of importance has taken issue with me on any point beginning with my first sentence in my first of 4 letters to the editor of the Mossad's Jerusalem Post on February 1, 2001 that you should by now know by heart.

Just to give you a sense of perspective which is what Professor Sebastian Capella is reteaching these days for the umpteenth time in his fine art oil painting class which more than helping his few students who can actually draw and if one cannot draw one cannot even begin to paint unless one is satisfied writing nonsense BLAH BLAH BLAH and which as I have stated before, why not become a writer and/or poet and show that much more of your perverted true colors, again more 3,600 days have transpired.

Not everyone in the world can be expected to be trained in Military intelligence let alone in the ways in which the Mossad, the world's best military intelligence organization that operates as a separate entity to Israeli Military Intelligence when they are not one and the same and both know the Mossad's motto, "by way of deception we wage war" has not changed, otherwise there would never be any wars.

It is a simple fact that intelligent people beginning with intelligent women do not want war because they are the last to want to send their children to kill and be killed when they could do much better by encouraging them by children to be the best that they can be; namely to share unconditionally and to receive unconditioned love in return.

All one needs to do to understand if a mother has produced another unwanted selfish bastard offspring is to see whether the mother first of all considers their life more important than a single innocent child; and to do that all one need look at, is how they go about sharing the IRREFUTABLE and so easy understand information available for free on 2FaceTruth.com.

Put yourself in the shoes of any one in the Mossad who you understand when not putting Jewish traitors to work first before anyone else, would not have forgotten my so very articulate words.

Now play TALKING HEAD like sellout Glenn Beck, the sellout of sellouts, no different to Rush Limbaugh who are both as radical left of left wing as they get, no different to right of right wing Roger W. Robinson [Feb. 6, 1951 - ] do you think they have thought about anything else that the Mossad have not forgotten?

The Mossad, Israel's most amorphous Intelligence has understood perfectly the corruption of the monetary-bank-credit-tax system without feeling the need to get all caught up in the hifalutin English words that English major graduates come up with to describe this fraud of fraud which is second only to the US Constitution which I have known about for quite some time going back some 3+ decades ago when I first immigrated to the US and decided to read the words that most Americans know like the "back of their hand" because that is the American educated idiots "God" along with money of course, right before my first review which I called for and which was conducted by a huge self-centered American by the name of Shelley who was my first manager at the consulting-accounting firm of Bernstein & Bank Ltd in Chicago, and instead of reciting for him "chapter and verse" of the Constitution and to make him feel like a total and complete idiot, I decided to keep quiet, save my energy as well as my mind since whatever words I would have used I knew it would go in one ear and out the other given the deep vacuum of space that exists between the ears of all liars, cheats and thieves and then smack me in the head just like an "echo", I got up, thanked him for his time, and proceeded promptly to the much larger office of the one named partner, Howard Bernstein who I told simply after first explaining what I was earning versus what I was being billed out at, "In South Africa they discriminate against people based on the color of their skin in order to put them to work for cheap on the lands that they have stolen; here in America you discriminate against everyone".

Who does not have the money is by definition more honest that those that do not tell it the way I do.

It is so much easier for each of us to do a self-critical examination of ourselves by just looking at ourselves as one cell that we cannot see but we can easily visualize. Then we look at everyone else the exact same way while remembering to look at our pets beginning with our man's best friend dog and see them 100% as God and the more in touch we are with the cells around us the more they reward us with being in touch which means a constant search for truth, and that is to do that all one need look at, is how they go about sharing the IRREFUTABLE and so easy understand information available for free on 2FaceTruth.com.

I know this is getting deep because that is my intention.

The reason American intelligence make such a big deal about Jonathan Pollard is because Pollard is a complete and total imbecile when compared to the average genius Mossad agent who runs circles around their competitors in the same way Israeli Special forces pound the best in the world.

Note the quiet, comforting writings of my father in January 1945 by which time he had completed 12 dive-bombing missions with the twelfth completed December 31, 1944 - CLICK HERE - his never to forget 60th mission on April 1st. - CLICK HERE - when he came as close as it gets to "buying it" although there cannot be anything quite like when in a dive and a fellow pilot gets blown out of the sky and still no sight of a parachute by the time the Kittyhawk smashes into the ground which is what happened on his 20th mission back on January 24th, 1945 - CLICK HERE.
So what do you think was the relationship between Smuts and De Beers head Sir Ernest Oppenheimer?
I repeat, why do you think it is that not a single historian of note hasn’t demanded that all the archives on Smuts be released and at the same time have all the worlds renowned historians and economics comment on their silence about not just so very accomplished Smuts but why the American publisher of his son’s autobiography on Smuts life decided to omit the most important paragraph describing a hugely important trip that my father and Syd Cohen’s future Commanding Officer took with the anti-Semite of anti-Semites, Sir Ernest Oppenheimer in mid-July 1939 to the Belgian Congo that was supplying Hitler with his diamonds?

You stop the diamonds from reaching Hitler you stop the Jewish Holocaust that murdered 6 million of the best of us.

It is obvious that they were the best of us because how much dumber can it get than Jewish members of academia such as Sachs, Diamond, and Schama who get all the press?

The Gentiles can’t get enough of our sellout Jewish Kapos who made things very easy for the SS in charge of the death factories of World War II which is all that the continuing of World War I was all about.

Just look at your computer clock to see how much time the whole world needs before concluding like me that the human can only be purposefully devolved in order to explain such stupidity; and in the next instant we can all evolve.

They know they are not smart because they can’t explain how someone as important as Smuts is so conspicuously absent and then it is me who comes across in an autobiography written by Smuts son in 1952, just two years after Smuts death at age 80 on September 11, 1950, this most extraordinary trip to the source of Hitler's supply line not only for diamonds used to fashion precision tooling that without there is not a single tank coming off the assembly line, but for securing the remaining raw war materials.

When American journalist-author Edward Jay Epstein titled Chapter 18 of THE DIAMOND INVENTION that was written in 1978, THE AMERICAN CONSPIRACY, he was in fact telling it exactly the way it is, which is exactly the way De Beers have always told it, but the common herd always thought they were smart because just so long as their belly was full and they had TV to prompt their laughter and sports teams to call their own they were as happy as a pig in shit, who gives a rat’s ass about the rest of the world?

You see De Beers do not have a disclosure problem; they have always told it exactly the way it is.

The problem, however, is that they failed to disclose that they are not omnipotent.

While that is not a legal problem for them, it is a huge Constitutional problem for all US Congresses since the conclusion of the Boer War which was supposed to have no American involvement.

So why didn’t British historian and Columbia University Professor of History, Simon Schama so quickly gloss over the Boer War which he didn’t even mention in his history of Britain that is all about the British Empire that began to unravel in the Boer War given it was not only British women who hit the streets protesting the vulgarity of the concentration camps but British soldiers were apalled; but the most important reaction is that of highly educated Smuts who when first seeing through binoculars the Concentration Camps and understanding perfectly well that it was tens of thousands of his fellow Afrikaner men, women and children who were being starved to death, and it was all about economics, specifically grabbing South Africa’s gold, he didn’t become a British hater; on the contrary he became in no time the Standard Bearer for the British Commonwealth which again was a term he coined just like Holism from which we get “Holistic Medicine”.

Of course no corrupt scientist or medical doctor who is that all stands between the common people and the sicko drug corporations wants to touch any of Smuts’ writings with a 100 foot pole.

A common sense person should by now be able to figure out without me spoon feeding them what was the HUGE MISCALCULATION of the American bankers who financed the Boer War just like they did the American led 8 Allied invasion of China in 1900 that Americans remain clueless about.

I happen to know much more about Smuts than most South Africans of my generation and younger because I had a most well informed British-English mother whose ties to the founding mothers and fathers of the State of Israel do not get any closer.

There are still to the best of my knowledge no known survivors of the pogroms of eastern Europe; moreover, for Nechie Becker Badash to have also come from the same tiny village of Plonsk, White Russia-Poland as Ben Gurion is simply more than unusual and why this most important fact was only revealed to me in December 2001 when I last visited with my mother in England.

The fact that my mother only told me once in the 21 years shy of one week that I lived in her and my father’s household one simple thing about Smuts should explain a lot about how well I raised to listen to important people who when they spoke had something important to say, and the less repetitive the more important and the more repetitive like the Bible, the less important.

As you read previously on April 2nd of last year I shut down in a rather short Facebook chat session all the arguments in favor of Jewish and Muslim people keeping to the Kosher laws.

Do you now how many conversations about the Laws of Kosher have been discussed throughout the globe over the past 24 hours?

Can you imagine how many lambs have been slaughtered during this time to feed these wretched characters to give them the energy to rise again tomorrow and start all over again?

Do you think I am clueless about the odds stacked up against me?

What is just as important in flushing them all out is flushing out all the hypocrites who do not keep kosher but who fail to take all the hypocrite Jewish and Muslim people to task.

Yet the numbers of visitors to 2FaceTruth.com continue to grow; and of course no matter what happens next the conclusions are already irrefutable.

Moreover, it is all very interesting which is something even the least interesting persons would agree.

Just look at your computer clock to see how much time the whole world needs before concluding like me that the human can only be purposefully devolved in order to explain such stupidity; and in the next instant we can all evolve.

A common sense person should by now be able to figure out without me spoon feeding them what was the HUGE MISCALCULATION of the American bankers who financed the Boer War just like they did the American led 8 Allied invasion of China in 1900 that Americans remain clueless about.

I happen to know much more about Smuts than most South Africans of my generation and younger because I had a most well informed British-English mother whose ties to the founding mothers and fathers of the State of Israel do not get any closer.

There are still to the best of my knowledge no known survivors of the pogroms of eastern Europe; moreover, for Nechie Becker Badash to have also come from the same tiny village of Plonsk, White Russia-Poland as Ben Gurion is simply more than unusual and why this most important fact was only revealed to me in December 2001 when I last visited with my mother in England.

The fact that my mother only told me once in the 21 years shy of one week that I lived in her and my father’s household one simple thing about Smuts should explain a lot about how well I raised to listen to important people who when they spoke had something important to say, and the less repetitive the more important and the more repetitive like the Bible, the less important.

As you read previously on April 2nd of last year I shut down in a rather short Facebook chat session all the arguments in favor of Jewish and Muslim people keeping to the Kosher laws.

Do you now how many conversations about the Laws of Kosher have been discussed throughout the globe over the past 24 hours?

Can you imagine how many lambs have been slaughtered during this time to feed these wretched characters to give them the energy to rise again tomorrow and start all over again?

Do you think I am clueless about the odds stacked up against me?

What is just as important in flushing them all out is flushing out all the hypocrites who do not keep kosher but who fail to take all the hypocrite Jewish and Muslim people to task.

Yet the numbers of visitors to 2FaceTruth.com continue to grow; and of course no matter what happens next the conclusions are already irrefutable.

Moreover, it is all very interesting which is something even the least interesting persons would agree.

The fact that none of those coming in write and tell me, “Your website is nonsense” is because if they were to write such nonsense they know I would respond accordingly.

The fact that they don’t applaud me only tells me that they are hypocrites.

No surprise that there are so many hypocrites.

At least I am not suprised.

But that is not what the common herd “good American” considers themselves until such time as they examine this Knuff lawsuit.

Knuff is allowing us to flush out each and every corrupt politician throughout the world.

A politician knows that the only thing keeping them safe is their military personnel who when getting their head around my very easy to understand findings of the US Constitution and all that followed
A politician knows that the only thing keeping them safe is their military personnel who, when getting their heads around my very easy to understand findings of the US Constitution and all that followed, will undoubtedly respond, "What is yours is mine, rightfully".

You of course understand this because I have already briefed you well, but you know the same does not apply to anyone else that I have not briefed.

When others look now at their computer clock they have to be most concerned of those around them who are corrupt and each one thinking of how to leverage the knowledge they have of corruption to their advantage all the while acting so very cool when not also good.

Try having a conversation with someone who says, "I want to tell you upfront that I am corrupt."

The good Smart Lord knows that I don't do well around corrupt people which is why the Force of One has always surrounded me with the world's most beautiful women who of course are the smartest.

Find me one beautiful woman who would say they are dumb whereas I will find you every ugly women who is corrupt which is not all that difficult considering the stats of 2FaceTruth.com.

Yes, I do not want corrupt people coming to my website which is why they all shut down.

Silence is golden.

Sounds so retarded the color of the skin; Apartheid didn't die, SEGREGATION IS THERE TO RAPE.

The Free Market has never existed; so how could anyone possibly think it could suddenly occur with there being one poor person; hence the plan of the US Government and its allies to nuke all the poor, if necessary, don't you think?

Nelson Mandela only talks about how he was forced to wear short trousers during his imprisonment in the US Government's most southern racist State where the Blacks are still regarded as children, and the whites talk of their "garden boy" and "kitchen girl".

He doesn't talk of his homophobic guards giving him shots and long pants which they could have had him take off, would have prevented them from first eyeing his exposed legs.

Blind is the world to America's constantly increasing 3 million prisoners who eventually die and not all their stories are told, and besides who has the time to listen when you have entertainers like Rush who you can go a whole year without listening to, and then you feel like you have missed nothing.

When dispossessed of their land, the essentials of life, what more is there to say?

To be continued and continuously updated.

On Jan 16, 2011, at 7:08 PM, charles ivie wrote:

Gary, you got it spot on again. from the corrupt clitmons of white water, to the yellow journalism of hearst which propped up the most evil us government. Don't go where your not wanted. It is a waste of energy and time of ignorant people who will be the first to complain. Be careful or you will get killed by the american government, just like lennon did, for his views against the illegal immoral vietnam war and the corruption of the government, nixon(who took us off the gold standard), spiro the quero agnew, gay hoover etc etal. a sick bunch of cats. we should open up a free speech coffee shop and put an end to these illegal, dumb-assed fuckers. keep the truth alive as long as you can. a county is rated by how it treats its dissidents, and this one fails miserably. wait till they come for them, there will be no one their to help them.

2011/1/15 Gary S Gevisser <gevisser@sbcglobal.net>  
Prior broadcast - CLICK HERE  
Have you noticed that Portugal does not yet appear on the Stats of 2FaceTruth.com? ----

On Jan 16, 2011, at 7:32 PM, charles ivie wrote:

obviously, all the american presidents must have been extremely stupid to be so bought and sold liars. limbaugh is simply another son of a federal judge liar that espouses what his audience wants to hear with no evidence. the philtrum moustache was a blue collar reaction to the big handle bar worn by the so-called elite white collars in ww1.

On Sun, Jan 16, 2011 at 3:22 PM, Gary S Gevisser <gevisser@sbcglobal.net> wrote:  
Prior broadcast - CLICK HERE  
"I don't like it" are stu ----